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ABSTRACT
The applications of horizontai and slant wells in the oPI industry have increaseâ rapidly for the last
decade after successfirl impcovements in horizontal drining techndogy. Compared with
conventional vertical wells, horizontal or slant Weas can sÏ&dinrantly improve the per-well
productivity because of the Iocontact lerigth of t
k well with the reservoir and a smaller
pressure gradient. HonZ0~1taiwells are &O moce effective in coutrolIing problems such as gas or
water coning and solids production, Horizontal wells have ako been found more effective in phase
displacement incold or hot injection assisteci production.

Productivity from a horizontal or slant well is a function of many factors such as weU length,
orientation and elevation, reservoir thickness, anisotropy, porosity, compressibility, and bounciary
conditions, both laterai and vertical. To find the relationship between these factors and the
productivity of a weU is an important task in choosing the proper weïl pattern in reservoir
expIoitatioa For this purpose, the focus of this thesis is on the aaalysis of fluid flow to horizontal
and slant wella A new more genecal sofution is developed in this thesis f
a evaluating per-well
productivity of a horizontal or slant weU. Compared with the soIutions avaiiabie in the literanire,
the new solution considers an arbitrarily orientecl slant weU in a three dimensional anisotropic
reservoir. By using the new solution, the direction dong which a well obtains the optimum
production can be deteniined,
As we know, reservoir parameters are the raost important

factors in well productivity prediction.
There are several m e t h . (transient solutions) available in the ïiteratwe for reservoir parameter
estimation. However, the parameters estimted from these solutions can &viate fiom the real field
parameters because of poor assumpttions, part.ïcularlyin highiy anisotropic reservoirs. A new
transient solution is Qveloped considering an arbitrarïly oriented weii in an anisotropic reservoir,
which is na coasidered in the solutions available. h the new solution, we have presented &tailed
analysis on the two characteristic times, the upper and lower hpemeable boundary effect time t b
and the weU length effect time t,fiom a horizontal well. We found these two parameters to be as
important as the others such as pemeability and starativity in characteriziog a weU-reservoir
interaction mobel.
Wellbore storage and formation alteration are ariother two important aspects in a taorizontal w d
test and productivity aruïysis. A brief analysis of the weUôore storage effect on horizontal well

test inîerprtation is discussed. nie stmge effect on a hocizont;il weU test is similar to that of a
vertical weU test, but can mask ooe or m e fîow regiaies which a n destroy possibilities to
estimate the parameters which are characterized only by these regimes, such as the veRieRicai
pemeability c h a r a c t m in the early time flow regïme.

Fotmation aïteration effect has o h been simulated by a skin term far both vertical and honzmtal
weU tests. However, the skin term does no&aIways work, particuiarly when a large size of the
formation is altered (improved or damageci). Ln ader to simulate the alteration effect in such
situations, a new model is developed in this thesis, The new mode1 considers a more realistic
permeability variation model in the altered zoae, a continuous variation model. nie permeability in
the new model is assumed to saris@ a power rdationship with radia &tance ftom the welïExperiments indicate that this power permeability mode1c m more ciosely mode1 the field alteration
îhm the step permeabiüty model wideIy discussed in the literature. By using the new model, the
alteration characteristics such as aïteration &gr= and aïterationsize cari be evaïuated
Because of the more geaeral and detailed anaiysis on auid flow to a horizontal or slant weU, we
believe the conclusions derived ftom this research will be ben&cial to the further applications of
horizontai and slmt weiis in the petroleum and oüm industries.
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Chapter One

Introduction
1.1 About Horizontal Weiis
Vertical wells have been the main tool used for the purpose of naniral underground fluid resource
explontion and exploitation [Butler, 1989 et al., 1989; Freeze and Cherry, 19791. A vertical well,
however, has its disadvantages in terms of well productivity. The productivity of a well is mainly
controlled by two factors, the conducting force, i.e, the pressure gadent, and the resisting force,
quantified through appropriate use of parmeters such as permeability, viscosity, and saturation.
Permeability is a porous medium celated lumped parameter expressing the macroscopic effect of
microtexture, assuming a representative elementary volume. The larger the permeabiiity, as in the case
of a grave1 or vuggy iimestone, the less raistance force the medium can exert ?O flow, and the more
production c m be achieved. The resistant force factors associated with the fluid phil: are viscosity
and saturation Issues such as relative penneability arise when thece are more than one fluid p h s e (oil,
water, gas), and this relative permeability incorporates both porous medium factors and fluid properties
[Dullien, 19791.

To improve well productivity, the basic ides are to improve rhe "conducting-factors" and to reduce
the "resisting-factors".

Reduction of resisting factors involves directiy increasing the formation
permeability, a highly successful approach to reservoir treaunent in the oil industry which includes
methods such as hydraulic fracturing, formation acidizing, smd production and so on. Other methods
of reducing the resisting factors are related to reduction of viscosity by heating, solvent injection
(including soluble gas), or by chaaging or aEecting the surface tension and the fluid saturations.
Methods to increase (or maintain) conducting factors include water flood and gas injection to maintain
pressure gradient. Other aspects relating to conducting factor improvzment had not been successtiil
untii the last decade, when horizontal well drilling techniques were substaollally improved. Slzuit and
horizontai wells cm increase well productivity by reducing the conducting distance over which the
formation pressure must act. compared to a convergent vertical flow well. The geometricai
configuration of the Buid collecter is thecefore a basic factor which cm change the exploicütirin strsicegy
of the pressure drive in a reservoir, and also change the pressure distribution of the reservoir. It can

also give subsmtial advantages in implementation of gmvity-dominated production processes.
AI1 these factors are close1y ~ I a t e d
in a full-scale field flow system, Under conditions of constant flow

rate. the pressure gradient is the cesult of the combined effects of permeability. viscosity. well
oeomeuic configuration, and boundary conditions. To maintain a specific production rate in a medium
of lower permeability gnerally requires a higher pressure gradient. Similuly, in a high pemrabitity
reservoir, a lower gradient can achieve a specific production rate. Changes of well orientation or
boundary conditions, on the other hand, wiU change the pressure distribution, and affect well flow rate.
1

Horizontal wells c m reduce the ~sistingforce because they c i have a length as long as the
underground reservoir extent. Horizontal wells have been intensively adopted by the oil industry in
the 1 s t ten years because of advances in horizontal drilling techniques. The potentitrl [or hurizonttrl
well application in underground tluid resource exploration and production cornes frorn the naturd
oeologicai formations which are usually much longer horizontally than verticaily. The conventional
verticai well exploitation scheme seriously iimits the optimum per-well productivities becsiuse of the
uemendous hydrauiic gradient required around the well in order to move the resource strem îiom
scat distance to the wellbore. A vertical well reprewnts only a point sink in a horizonrd reservoir;
this rnakes it very possible that the productivity potential of the well is impaired if a shale lem or a
low permeability blockage is located near the well. The natural 1ayert.d charticteristics of underground
formations imply that. if a well cm be drilled dong the horizontal extension of the layer, tremendous
energy c m saved in the exploitation procas- Horizontai wells, therefore, have becorne the preferred
choice for t h s purpose in many regions of the world.

-

c.

However, because of the lack of advanced horizontai drilling techniques, horizontal wells were not
widely used until the late 1970*s,when horizontal driliing for the first time became fi*asible boch
economically and technicdly. n i e current horizontal drilling cost has dropped almost to the s i e permeter Ievel as verticai drilling. The advances in horizontal drilling technology have significmtly
increased the possibiUties for using horizontal wells in various underground engineering constnictions,
as the applications of horizontal wells are not LiMted to the oil indusuy. In cnvironrnrnvd rnginwring,
advantages in catchinp and blocliing groundwater contaminanis from contaminated aquifers malcc
horizontal wells much more effective than the conventional vertical wells. It is also obvious that
horizontal wdls are usuaüy the b a t choice in dewatering systems in slope stability improvement and
other sirnilar applications.
Horizontal weUs are more and more used in various industries. However, some basic characteristics
of horizontal wells in interacting with Iayered formations mmain unsolved, which limits optimum

design in real applications. These problems include horizontal well productivity evaluations, formation
parameter estimation from horizontal well tests, horizontal well test interpretation, parameter effects
on productivity. and pressure distribution anaiysis. T'bis research was intended to address most of these
questions, and results will be outlined in thi: foilowing Chapters.

1.2 Objectives of The Research
The objective of this research is to explore the advantages

horizontal wells offer in both
engineering and science applications by theoretical analysis. Thus it is hopd to answer some of the
questions arising in use of horizontal wells, including horizontal well productivity analysis, well test
interpretation, wellbore damage effects on production, and pressure distribution analysis. The effects
of various parameters including fonnation pammeters such as anisouopic permeabiliues,
compressibility, porosity, and geometricai parmeters such as we11 Iength, reservoir thichess, well
elevation and orientation, are iniponant in understanding characteristics of fluid flow behaviow to a
horizontai well. The effect of individual parameters and combinations of these parameters should be
oenerally ernphsisized, aad will be studied hereinthat

-

Another major goal of this research program is to anaiyze and solve thid tlow problenis coninwnly
encountered in rservoir engineering, ground writer exploration anri geottxhnicil engineering. Those
problems include tormauon idteration effects on production, as well ris pressure distributions w h c h
results from hydraulic fmcturing, formation acidizing and reservoir sand production.
Fiuid flow in pst-treated formations can be sirnuliited by assuming nm-unifonn prrneability. More
-oenerally, the fluid collector factor, Le. horizontal wells, c m also be simulritèd by the forrntition
perrneability as "infinite-conductivity",which might be expressed as follows in a "homogeneous
isotropie" reservoir:

where k, is the homogeneous permeability of the porous medium, &r-r') is thr: Delta function wtiich
is infinite for r = r* and is zero for r f r*, r is the coordinate and r' is where the fluid collector is
located, p is fluid pressure (hydmulic head), cmis formation compressibitity, Q is formation porosity,
p is fluid viscosity and t stands for time.
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Equation ( 1-2-1) usually can not be solved analytically for generally non-unifonn permeabilitia.
However, the traditional transient flow solution to a bounded vertical well, achieved by assuming a
constant permeability, c m not be used for cases when one or more of the above descrikd productivityimprovement treatment methods are used. Significant "calibration" or "correction factors" (such as a
skin term) have to be introduced to permit use of these conventionai equatiom in my predictive
capacity, and this means that the physics of the process is k i n g mis-represrnted or overly simplified.
To give appropriate solutions for these problems, more physical and mathematical analysis is requirtid
and this has becorne a fundamental objective of this research program-

1.3 Research Approaches
Theoretical malysis has been the main approach for this research program. Several theoretical
solutions have been obtained related to applications of horizontal wells in enginee~g. ln andyzing
fluid flows in an underground porous medium, Darcy's law, describing fluid flow in porous media, and
the continuity equation, describing mass conservation, are the basic theoretical foundations. Because
of the different conventions in the expression of the goveniing equatiom in oil and groundwater
industries, they are used dtematively in this rewarch. The main ciifference between the two
conventions is that the gravity effect is neglected in the oil convention compared to the groundwater
convention. In the oïl industry, fluid pressure is widely used instead of hydraulic hesid, which is the
sum of pressure and gravity effect commonly used in groundwater reseatch. Other ciifferences are in
the use of formation parameters, such as reservoir compressibility and porosity in the oïl industry,
whereas specific storage is used in the groundwater areid. Suictly, d l the derivations in this thesis are
accurate for the groundwater convention; the oil convention is only acceptable when the gravity terni
c m be safely negtected. The relationships for these different expressions sire simple suid u e listeri in
the following sections.

1.3.1 Darcy's Law
Darcy's law describes fluid flow in a porous medium. It c m br written as the following in trnns of
hydraulic head and conductivity :

where q is flow rate, &, K, and
head.

are ihe anisotropic hydraulic conductivities and H is hydraulic

The hydraulic head and hydrauiic conductivity cm be expressed in terms of pressure and permeability
in the following way:

where 2 is the elevntion hetidI f we assume that the fluid density is a constant, rhen by substituting H and 4 of (1.3.2) into equauon
( 1.3. l),

the following is obtained:

where p is fluid density, g is the gravitationai acceleration constant and h, ES. and k, are orthogonil
anisotropic prmeabilities of the porous medium.
If the gravitational terrn pg c m be neglected, then equation (L.3.3) becornes the same fom as equation
( 1.3.1) in terrns of pressure and permeability viscosity ratio instead of hydraulic head and hydraulic
conductivity.

1-3.2 Continuity equation
The continuity equation of fluid tlow in

3 porous

medium can be wcitten as:

wheri: $ is the porosity of the porous medium, p is fluid density.
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I f we substitute the expression of q in equation (1.3.1) into (1.3.4) and assume a slightly compressible
fluid, we obtain the following governing equation in ternis of hydraulic head:

where:

is the fluid compressibility and a is formation

is the storage coefficient (specific storage),
compressibility which is defined as.

OC

=

1 av,
-

vr

ap

where V, is the total volume of the porous medium.

In the oïl industry the Ouid cornpressibility is usualty neglected, and instead of using formation
compressibility a, formation void cornpressibility cmis used which is defined tts:

where V,. is the pore volume.

From equation (1.3.7) and (1.3.8) we have:

thecefore the governing equation (1.3.5) becornes the following fonn in terms of pressun:

where the fluid is assurned incompressible (P = 0).

Therefore, the governin; equations of the two conventions also have the sanie form.

1.3.3 Boundary conditions
Two types of boundary conditions are usurilly used in auîd flow maiyses: the first type condition

(known head or pressure) and the second type condition (known flux). The first type bound-

condition is usuaily used in specifying a constant head in the wellbore anrl drairige bourtclary. which
for a horizontal well can be written as the following:

where pwe,,-(Z) and p-@)
are the pressure values dong the weilbore and drainage bound;iries and
art: functions of the elevation beciduse of the reiationships in equation (13.2).
For the drainase boundq, if a constant heid is rnilintained, the mi~ümumand minimum pressures are
at the lowrr and upper boundaries of the formation i.ç p-Jlowzr
boundÿry) = p. + ppW2 and
pdrYNgS(upper
boundary) = p. - pgh/2. where p, is the pressure at the middle of the formation. Because
the drainage boundary pressure (far-field pressure) in most oiI reservoirs is much larger than the terms
introduced by the gmvity factor, it is usuaily neglected by only using p,. However, if the sravity rem
can not be neglected, the hydraulic head is to be used.
For the same reason, the wellbore boundary condition is also usually approximated by the pressure
values dong the axis of the well p,. nie maximum and minimum pressures are at the bottom and top
sides of the well i.e p,,,-(bottom
side) = p,. + pgr, and pw,,,(upper side) = pw- pgr,.
The second boundary condition is usually specified at impermeable boundaries which -ue usurilly the
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layers above and below a oïl rewrvoir. The specification of the second boundary condition in trrms
of hydraulic hend and pressure cm be written as follows:

Because of the gravity term pg, the specifications are different between rhe two conventions.
However, as discussed above, because it is very smdl cocnparrid to the aversige pressure gradient, the
oravity effect is usually neglected in the oil industry, which rnakes the two conventions identicai in the
specification.

-

Obviously, at such boundriries, the hydrriulic helid instead of pressure shoutd dwriys be usd.
However, because of die convenuun used in oil industry, wt: wiil sa11 use the pressure ternis t'or
problems close to the oil industry in tht: folbwing chapkrs, but obviously they c i erisily be converted
into groundwater conventions.

This thesis is divided into eight chapters- Chapter One introduces the objectives of fhis research ancl

the basic equations used in the resesirch. There are cwo diff'rtlnt cunvcntions currcn~lyuscd h>
engineers. 0i1 engincers prefer to use the conventions of the pressure equation, and hyûrogeologists
prefer to use the hydraulic head equations. Chapter One also introduces the terminologies used for the
later chapters. The relationships between the two conventions are presented, because both conventions
are used aiternately in the analysis in the foliowing Chapters. By using these relationships, one
convention c m be tcansferred to mother. Chapter Two briefly introduces the development of
horizontal wdls worldwide. We also discuss some of the advantqes of horizontsi1 wclls in oi1 and
other industriai applications in this Chapter. Chapter Three discusss the productivity of a horizontal
or slant well, and a new solution is derived fur this purpose. The= new solution considers the effeci ol
three dimensional anisouopic permeability, 3s well as the orientation of the well, and is a more geneml
solution for an arbiuarily orientrd slant well. In this Chapter, the traditional produztivity svduütion
methods, as well as the solutions used in the evaluation, rire ÛIso discusscd and compared with tht: new
solution. A detailed parametric analysis is presented which gives a clear picturt: of the productivity

of a slmt or horizontal well under various parametric situations. Chapter Four focuses on a discussion
of weU test interpretation. in this Chapter, o new method is inuoduced for test interpretation bÿsed on
a new transient flow solution denved in this Chapter. Compared with the solutions tivdoble in the
literature, the new solution is more convenient, general and easy to use. The new solution also
revealed several new characteristics of horizontal well tests which were not reported in the Literanire.
We will discuss the eEect of wellbore storage on test interpretations in Chapter Eve, Identification
of the effects of wellbore stocage from a type curve and a derivative graph art: rliscusseci. In Chaptzr
Six, the effect of formation alteration on well tests is anrilyzed, The torrnation alteration wiysis is
b m d on the assumptions that formation parameters are dtered around a vertical wwell, but cm be
extended to horizontal well applications because of the similarity at the early vertical radial tlow
period. A brief surnrnary and some genciral conclusions are presented in Chapter Severi, Funher
research and analysis required in horizontal well applications are dso summarized- Finaily, al1 the
references c m be found in Chnpter Eisht, where they are listed in alphibetic order.

Chapter Two

Horizontal Well Development And
Applications
2.1 History of Horizontal Well Applications
The introduction and utilization of horizontal welis is one of the most exciring recent technologies
developed in the petroleum and groundwater industries. Horizontal wells are much more effective in
underground fluid resource exploitation than vertical wells. This is because the underground fluid
reservoirs are natuml formations which extend horizontdly much longer man vertical1y. because of the
flow limitations caused by Iayered barriers in the horizontal direction. Thii convergent tlow gentmted
by a vertical well requires a uemendously large potential gradient in order for the nui& to llow rtipidly
into the weI1. A horizontal well, on the other hand, does not need a huge gradient becriuse of the
longer contact length of the well with the formation. Therefore, horizontal wells have k e n considered
as the preferred choice in oil production for some time, and are being widely used.

Before several stellar and cïsky experimentai successes cmied out by Elf Aquitaine in the Rospc, hitire
field offshore ltaly in the late 1970's. horizontai wells were not considered by the industry because of
the lack of drilling techniques and the much higher pet-foot drilling cost çompared to 3 vertical wdl.
The Rospo Mare case showed bat there were ri nwnber OC ;iclvantagesto be gained on the produçti vit y
and sustainability side frorn horizontai wells, particularly where the high gradients necessuy to achittvt:
adequate production rates ied to prernanire wirer conïng or r a d production. With the developmznt
of new techniques to control the direction of advance of the drill bit, it has becorne not only possible
to place a horizontal well where desired, but it can also be done at a per-meter cost that is now at the
same level as a vertical well.
The number of horizontal wells dnlled has k e n increasing steadily for the last ten years. Figure 2.1
shows the number of horizontal wells drilled in Canada starting with the first of the modem horizontal
wells drilled by Esso Resources Canada in its Cold Lake field in 1978. This was drilled to test Esso's

steam assisted gravity drainage process for the recovery of bitunen. This well hris now produced more
than 52.000 m3 of oil and its production is contiming. Staniag in 1987, the number of horizonrai
wells drilled each year in Canada increased rapidiy. Many of these were in Saskatchewan, where it
was found rhat horizontal wells can produce Lloydminster-type ,mobile heavy oil more economiçdly
than conventional vertical wells [Butler, 19941.
The largest growth of the use of horizontal wells outside of Canada started in 1989 when horizontal
wells drilled by Oryx Energy Co. achieved very hi@ production rata in the generally uneconomic
PeusaIl resemoir in the Austin Chalk Fisure 2.2 shows data of horizontai-weIl completions in the
United States and Figure 2.3 shows the increise of horizontal well utilization worldwide.

2.2 Productivity Advantages of Horizontal Wells
2.2.1 Productivity of a vertical well
It is widely recognized that for a conventionai vertical well, most of the pressure dedine occurs netir
the wellbore because of the convergent flow, and al1 the sueamlines must p a s through the l i m i t d
wellbore enuy areri to contribute to production. The requirement for two-ciimensitmtil convergent tlow
is thought fo be a drawback for thin, extensive, flat-lyin; reservoirs because most of the flow in thest:
cases must corne h m a considerable horizontal distance, therefore limiting the production rate capacity
of a verticai weli.

For reservoirs with great thickness, a vertical wdI might be the best choice because in such reservoirs
the drawdown cone will be limited in size. Thecefore, more wells can be tidded outside of the
influence radius. The productivity of wells in such resrvoirs may be able CO reach a hizh per-tv211
capacity and a high total productivity.
Vertical welI productivity also can become effective in reservoirs where horizontzil pxmcabilîty is
much larger thm vertical permeability, for example. if intense horizontal fractures are present, or if
there are many thin horizontal beds. In such situations, the horizontal fractures act as horizontal
conduits which help to transport the fluid from the ftu field to the wellbore.
However, because most reservoirs have ii relütivzly smdl thickni3ss ünd c i bc: made mure conductivc
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verticdly because of artificid simulation, e-g., hydraulic fracturing. horizontai wells are suitiiblt: in iiiust
cilse5.

2.2.2 Productivity of horizontal and slant wells
Most modemte thicknss horizontal ilservoirs with vertical wells crin be approximated by twodimensional (radially symrnetrical) flow to each well, so that once again the pressure clrup 1s
concentrated in the near wellbore vicinity, paticuluiy so if here is pernieability in~pairriitmttn [tic
zone just around the wellbore. The requirement for two-climrnsionÿl convergent tlow is thought to be
a particular drawback for thin, extensive, flat-lying rservoirs because most of the tlow in these cases
must corne from a considerable horizontal distance, therefore timiting the production rate capacity of
a vertical wellTherefore, ari efficient way to improvc productivity in thïn ressrvuirs is to reducc the avcrqt' trclvd
distance of the fluici; use of ti horizontal weI1 is an effective way w do this. Ecotioriiic stuûit.~
invariably show that quick profits are more vaiuable than delayed protits becriuse of the pssibility of
re-investment and the meeting of capital quipinent costs- Therefore, the issuc of producriun r u uvcr
time is at l e s t as important as the issue of resource recovecy (total percent uC orisind oïl in plrict:
produced). Both of these issues must bt: addressed in a generd assesment oC the econumic vitibility
of vertical versus horizontai drilling.
SIant wells are also important in a general well productivity assessrnent process. Clearly, it is
impossible to drill precisely horizontal or precisely vertici wells because of dnlling deviarions (drift)
and measurernent errors. The most common case is that wells are sornewhai inclincd ancl ctin be cillerl
sIant wells- However, the effect of a few degrees of inclination on production race is negligïble. Lt
is important to decide the best choice of well types (horizontai, vertical or slant) -mdtheir geuineuic
lay out before deveIoping a particular reservou, in view of the economic consuaints on the exploitation
strategy for a reservoir. For example, many slant wells are deliberately cirilled because it is simply
easier (more economicai) than vertical wells. A common example is in heavy oil operations in Albenü
and Saskatchewan reservoirs at deprhs of 300-700 m, where from 8 to 24 wells may btt drillecl h m
a single pad. In these cases, horizontal well techniques are usually not used, and only the central wells
are approximateiy vertical. In offshore platform drilling, sterply inchnrd wells, -long,-reach or
extended-reûch horizontal wells, vertical access wells with short tumïng radius sections anb srveral
horizontal drains, and other variations are d l used for efficient rewrvoir access kcause it is fiu chcapr
to drill horizontal boreholes than it is to build new plattorms.
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In view of the need for quantitative evaluation, several questions arise: how wiil a slmt well rtifkr
from a horizonal well or a verticai well in terms of sustained production rate and how wiil the
directional perrneabilities with respect to a paticular well orientation and inclination affect the
production rate in those cases*?
Multi-horizontal or slant well systems are major tools to increase the per well productivity in a fieId,
as one can exploit the reservoir pressure gradient more effectively and sooner than in the cm: of a
single horizontal well or a series of vertical wells, One such case w u reporteci by Ktirakas et al.,
[1991]; however the productivity increase is not lïnearly proportioniil to the inueue in the nurnhtx of
wells drilled, therefore a opùniization criterion must exist between the productivity increrise and the
drilling cost increase. However, this is not the case if horizontal holes cm be "self-produced during
the process of oil production, such as has b e n suggested as an explmation îbr the edisinced
productivity of wells experiencing cold production (oil production with cuntinuuus soli& CUproduction). It has been suggested t h t piping channels are propagated as the result of iui interna1
crosion of s u i , and these piping channels serve as (approximately) horizontal collecter tubes, bringing
in oil tiom distance to the vertical wellbore. if this is indeed the mechanism which IlonUrites cold
production, we need to consider ri case of mmy horizontal wells instead of one. Thert: could
concrivably be so rnany such horizontai "worm hoIcswin a case of massive sand production ( 1 0 m'
in three years for example for seversil cases in Alberta) thrit it becomes nzcttssary to consider t h t t h :
sanded area permeated by the horizontal drains has a generrai permetibitity incretise. There is necd ior
solutions which cm ünalilyze these crises, permitting zlt least quiiitiitive tissessrnta ut' the t't'fixt 01'ri
srnall number of drain holes Irading to a verticd well, versus a zone of large prmeribiiity change.
using either a continuous prmeability change hnction, or a step-permeability mode1 with srlvcrril
zones.

2.3 Other Advantages of Horizontal Wells
2.3.1 Horizontal wells in water o r gas coning reservoirs
Many reservoirs have a gas cap above the oil body because of the nanird geologicÿl history of
petroleurn and gas migration. The gas cap sometimes cm be the most important factor lirniting the
production of oil from the remvoir. This is because when the reservoir pressure decre;isu: the güs in

the gas cap brgins to move venically in the decreased pressure direction. which eventuaily ruches the
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production well as a gas cone. If ri wüter body exists klow tht: uil rtservoir, ri siiiiilür sitwdtiun dsu
can happen to produce a water cone. Horizontai weiIs can have substantial advantages in a gas
drive resemoir. The conventional way of reducing the effect of coning is to complete the vertical well
over a limited verticai distance to maxiniize the s t d o f f ftom the underlying water or overlying gas
cap, as the case rnay be. In this circumstance, the contact of the vertical well with the reservoir is
reduced even m e r Ihan it would be for a fiil1 thickness completion. The effect of reservoir thickness
on the relative performance of a horizontal well is much smailer.
Because of its extended contact wich the resrrvoir, zi h ~ r i z ~ n u
wzll
l usurilly tri lzss prcssurt.
drawdown for a given production rare thm does a vertical welI. This reduçed drawdown lessens the
tendency for coning of w m r or gas witti the produced oil, Thus, for t!xsunplc, hotizuntai wclls Inay
be operated rit the same rate as a conventiond vertical well but with les, and sometimes much Icss
conîng, i.e. with better water-oil ratios or gas-oil ratios or both, In some cases, production without
coning may be economic using horizontal weIIs, where it would bt: prohibitively slow with
conventional wells. In situations whert: the initial rate for production without free gris coning would
be impmctical with vertical wells, it may be possible ~ 4 t hhorizontai wwzlls to achieve econonuc
production by gmvity dminage wih only si smtill rate of gtrs injection to mainciun gzis cdp pressure
through voidsig replacement,
Even if operation below the critical rate for con@ is irnpractical because of economics, there c i still
be larze advantages for horizontaï wells. This situation is common when viscous, heavy oïl deposits
such as those in Saskatchewan, are produced from above a water lüyer. Here, the high oit viscosity
and the low ciifference in density berseen thr oil and water makes wüter caning, or niore çonecrly
tingering, occur even at very luw proJucUon rates. In these cases, the volume oC ail that is prurlucrd
is approximately proportional to the volume swept by the wsiter fingering. Horizontai ~vcllstitivt.
advantages over vertical wells hrre brcüusr the fiqcrj have much l q e r volume. and the Iürgs crcst
simply displaces a much luge volume of oil.
This application is being developed enthuastically, pmicularly in Ctinrldli. Fur instance, it t i a btxn
reponed that in Saskatchewan heavy oil fields. horizontal wells cm produce about ten times the volume
of oil than can be produced by conventionai wells [Butier, 19941. In some Saskatchewan reservoirs,
it is economic to produce oil with horizontal wells but not with conventiond vertical wells.
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2.3.2 Horizontal weils in fractured reservoirs
Many reservoirs consist of a fine-grained, low-penneability matrix penetrated by approximately ptuallel
natural vertical fractures. Comection of a production well with these fractures is important if higher
productivity is to be obtained When the fmcntres are vertical or nearly vertical, their intersection by
verticai wells is difficult. On the other hmd, the length of a horizontal we11, particululy if it is drilled
at a right angle to the fiacture planes, c m provide contact with multiple fractures ruid greatly improvt:
productivity. A related field is in karstic reservoirs, which contiin intercomecting solution cavities
and passages. Production €rom such reservoirs is &pendent upon intersecting these tlow sysierns. The
chances of doing this arr: much grrater with a longer horizontal well.
In reservoirs where flactutes do not occur natunlly, it is sometimes possible to create verticai arùticiril
fractures. Preferably, these should extend at right angles to the well, although in sorne cues, îbr
exampIe, with horizontal wells drilleci like spokes of a wheel from an offshore plattOrm in a uniform
stress field, this may not be pmcticril. Success has been obtined in making n~.~lupltl
fractures dong
the length of a horizontal wetl so mat e ~ c ht'rzicture conuibu~esto the wtsll's pruductivity . FM
example, a well with five mificial, equrilly spdced frdctures originating tiurn it c m litive an tturrd
productivity approxirnately five urnes thrit of ri vertical well with a single tlni1icia.i t'racrurtt iïi the sruiic
reservoir.

2.3.3 Horizontal wells in heavy oil production
Probably the most promisicg m a for using horizontai wdls lies in the field of heavy oil rrcovery,
particularly thermal recovery using stem. There are enormous opportunities here For exruiiple, rhr:
bitumen deposits in Cmadü, whiclt are impossible to recover economicaily by conventional vcrtical
wells, have a volume of oil in place approximately equal to mat of a11 the h o w n conventionai crude
oil in the world. One approach used to recover these resources is open pit rnining. However, this is
Iimited to the small hction of rhe Athabasca resewoir that is close to the surface and the approrich
involves handling v a t quantities of material. In situ thermal rzcovery is more grncrally applicable,
cheapr and l e s drimaging environmentally. Because the deposits are shsillow ( < 700 m), wdls art:
economical and thermal effectiveness is hi*.
Thermal recovery normally requires close wrll spacing. Typicai projecm have a spicing of 1 to 2
hectares (2.5 to 5 acres) per well and, in many cases, these are l m r infiIlrd to improve recuvrry.
Steamflood projects in California with spacing as low as 0.25 ha are king oprnted. In sucli
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circurnstances, ri single horizontal well can replace a row of as many as ten or more conventional
vertical wells. This may become one of the most important applications of horizontal welIs. The
successiül operation of field pilots in Cold Lake, the Lloydminster amsi and in Athabasca using
horizontal wells and s t e m - assisted p v i t y drainage (SAGD) arcr discussed by Butler [L994]. A
particulacly important feature of the use of horizontal wells for steam recovery is that it is possible to
operate and obtain higher recoveries with Little s t e m production. i.e- with Little stem bypassing by
cresting. With horizontal wells, it is possible to produce economicaily below the critical r-te toc steam
bypass. With vertical wells, stem-flooding is impracticd without the bypass of steam, ttxcept on very
close spacing.

2.3.4 Horizontal wells in sand production reservoirs
Solids production is another problem in both conventionai and heivy oil reservoirs- Because of the
hi@ viscosity of heavy oil, smd is usually CO-producedwith production of oil in uncenicnttxi
reservoirs. The amounc of sand produced fiom a well dso increriszs with incretising production nie

of oil. Several ways have been employed to lessen sand production; however, it is obsecved ttiat
decreasing the arnount of sand production, for instance by utilizing a gmvel filter, wiIi decrezise the oil
production at the same time. Sand production hm dso been a serious problem for the environment
as it is required to be disposed of.
Massive sand production is a speciril case of solid production, which usually is introduced when the
pressure gradient becomes higher than the cohesive force of the solid. This partiülly explains why the
solids production increases with increasing oïl production. Horizontal wells c m lessen the rrmourit uf
sand production, and at the same time maintain or even increasc: the oil production. This is because
the pressure gradient around a horizontal we1I can be much smriller than ri conventional vertical wdI,
therefore decreasing the sand produc<ionnte. Also. because of the much longer length of horizontal
wells compared with conventional vertical wells, a higher per well production rate can he maintiinrd.

2.3.5 Horizontal wells in environmental applications
Groundwater rrsources are oRrn contaminated by use of agriculturai chemicds, spills of indusuhl
chemicals. leakage from waste disposal falilities. or leakagr from underground stordg tmks.
Contaminants can migrate hundreds of meters per year and reach goundwater discharge zones, water
supply wells, or cross propeny boundaries, leading to rnvironnientai or Irgd problems.

Much research has been carried out to develop physical, chernicd and biologicd methods to control
or remediace contaminaied groundwater. One of the most common physical remediation methods is
the pumpand-mat (P&T) method. P&T systems have bern widely usrd in groundwater rrmrdiation
programs for many years. These systems involve the installation of groundwter extraction wells
within a contaminated zone and removing contaxnînaats with groundwater, foliowed by above-ground
treatment of the contuninated water, P&T is intended to capture and prevent h t h e r expansion of
contaminated plumes. The effectiveness of a P&T system will depend on the size of the capture zone
and the amount of contaminants captured per unit well kngth. The effectivenrss c m bt: inîluenced by
many fxtors, such as the well orientation, hydrogeological features, the nature of the contamintition
and the pumping well design- Among those. the orientation ruid elevation of the wrll relative to the
contaminant plume is probably the most important.
Groundwater contaminants usudly migrrite from the contaminant source as a plume with higher
concentration acound the centre of the plume and a graduai decrease outward. Depnûing on the
hydrogeological fiatures of the quifer and proprties of the conttiminants. ttie plume ctui lx sit ciifkrent
elevation and with different sizos rit different cimes. Obviously, if a well can be orienteri dung the
longer axis of the cross section of the plume and placed at the elevation of the plume cenue. thé
optimum capture zone c m bt: obtained- A horizontal well or a slant wzll is the best choice hr cilis
purpose.

2.4 Horizontal Drilling Development
The potential advantage of horizontal weils for draining reservoirs hris been recognized for a long tiiiit..
As early as the 1930's. Ranney [ 19391 indicated that horizontal wells cuuld horiveprirticu1a.r advaniliges
if they could be cirilled for a long distance in a thin reservoir [ktimey, 19391- ALthough he drilied
some wells of this type, the idea did not become popular because of directional contrai difficuities and
high cost.

With equipment advances and better drilling approaches, the horizontal well concept was successfully
established in recent years (based on piooeenng work by Elf Aquitaine). As an example of the
technical lsvel reached in the 1980's, a case rrponed by MacDonald [1985] was drille3 wiih an open
horizontal lengh in the resrrvoir of over 1000 m. with the well bure staying within 2 m oC the desircd
elevation. Current practice is even better.
Wells having long horizontal sections arc: now regularly drilled using conventional deviated drilling

methods; techniques which have contributed to the sucms of such projects are summlinsed by Butler
[1989] as follows:
The use of downhole mud motors with bent housings is necessary. If a hole is drilled with
such a motor, it tends to deviate in the direction of the bend, and c m be steered by orienting
the drilI pipe so that the bend from the "tool facewis in the desired direction Relatively
straight holes cm dso be drilled by rotating the ciriil pipe as the hole is drilled. The use of
the bent sub assembly comected to a suaight motor lus been replaced in most recent prrictice
by the use of a motor with the bend in the motor housing itself.

H e q drill collm are commoniy used in the more verticai part of the well during drïlling so
as to exert a large compressive load on the bit, Hi$ ciriil-string weight in horizontal and ne=horïzont;il sections of the hole is undesirable as it contributes to friction. The obvious use of
light (aluminium) drill pipe has been considered for the ne%-horizontal portion of the hole. hut
is not generally used for reasons of cost, dumbility ruid avaiiiability,
MWD (rneasurement while drïlling) techniques are required tu luctitc the bit position and
advance direction. These involve rneasurernents of the direction of the esirth's gravity and
magnetic fields nt the bit Ioçrition, and non-magnetic mettillic drill collars or stetxing ttouls are
used.

SwiveI-drive (topdrive) rigs rather than conventional rotxy table rigs -are prekrrcd, nuitil! iu
allow mud circulation and drillstring rotarion during trips. This tends LU prrvrnt suclring and
heIps keep drill cuttings suspended rather thm Iening them seule in the bottom of the
horizontal sections of the hole.
Using these techniques, wells can be deviated with a radius of curvature of about 600 fi. To drill
shailow horizontd holes it may be necessary to employ an inclined drilling rig mut rather t!irin ri
conventionai vertical one. With some modifications. such ;is the use of smaller diameter. comprcssivr
service drill pipe and drill motors having two ben& rtither thii one, hules cm have a ridius UI
curvature of about 300 to 500 ft, ruid it is possible to drill xverai horizontai drains rit the bue of ti
vertical well section.

2.5 Cost of Horizontal and Slant Wells
The costs of eariier horizontal wells were much higher rhan compnble vertical wells dnlled in the
same reservoir. As in any new field of technology. eariy prototypes mdy be exprcted to b r mucli mort:
costly than later. well-established operations k a u s e of additionai prrcdutions involved in rxprimrntal
projects, r i t down time for periodic hole location. and the use of non-optimum rpuipment and methods.
It has been found by compûnies drîlling horizontal wells chat the costs decrease as experïence is gained.
It was reponed that the costs per foot of horizontal drilling decreased from US$462 to US$282 as
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compared to US$233 for ri conventionai well [Butler, 1994j. This shows thüt with the acquisitiun of
corporate knowledge, unit iength costs of long horizontai wells c i be sxpeçted to be much l e s t h i i
double the COS& of a verticai well, and in somr: cases it cii almost ripprostch equrility [Butler, 19891.
There are additional costs associated with geophysid loggins and completing horizontal wells which
are not hlly accounted for in this analysis, but the per foot cost ratios are probably similar. Workover
costs of horizontai wells are in generai much more expensive than for verticai wells. Figure 2.4 shows
the decreases of cost in driUing a horizontai well with urne. Given chat the ~servoirintersection length
of a horizontal well cm be mywhere from several times to more than 20 times that of a vertical wdt,
and that production capacity will rise as some function of the intersection Iength, the economics iif
horizontal welIs are quite appealing, provided that the reservoir propcinies are appropriate. Cletirly, to
m e s s the economics of horizontai wells properly, methods of estimating the potential productive
capacity of such wells are necessq.
The costs of slant wells are intemediate between those of horizontai and verticai wells. For heavy oil
development, it is common for 8-24 wells to be drilled Born a single pad, saving on rip moving çosis
and on the cost of surface production facilities. Typiçally. rescrvoir intersection mgles will be Iroiti
30° to 70° from vertical. so that the intersection length may be as much as three times the rsxrvoir
thichess. As stated ahove, to optimise the investment rationally, the best possible prdicrivt.
approaches for reservoir productivity should ht: used. Thest: prrdiçtions w e n includr the pussibility
of orîenting horizontal sections in paniculiir directions to take advÿnrqr of niiunl permrabiliiy
anisotropy.
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Figure 2.1 Horizontal wells drilled in Canada up to the year 1990
(after Butler, 1994).
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Figure 2.2 Horizontal wells dtilled in the United States up to the
year 1991 (after Butler, 1994).
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Figure 2.3 Horizontal wells drilled in the worid up to the year 1993
(affer 8utler, 1994).

Figure 2.4 Cost of drilling and completing horizontal wells at Pelican
Lake, Alberta (after Butler, 1994)

Chapter Three
Productivity of A Horizontal Well
3. 1 Horizontal well productivity
One of the main purposes of horizontal and slant wells is to achieve higher per weli fluid production
from oïl, gas, and water reservoirs, as discussed in Chapter Two. This is particularly the case in offshore development where highly inclined and horizontal wells are necessary for economical field
developrnent. Other advmtages include reduced tendencies for premature water coning and solid
production- The advantages and production improvements offered by horizontal wells have been
discussed by various authors [Butler, 1989; Cinco et al., 1975; Joshi, 1988, 1987; Lee and MiIliken,
19931. For the same well length, the production improvement by a horizontal well is usually less than
10% compxed with a vertical well, if the medium has isotropic permtxbility. This indicites thal, in
addition to the lonser well intersection length with reservoir, the anisotropic permeability is another
important factor in slant welI andysis. This includes not oniy the prrneability magnitude, but also its
principal directions relative to the well orientation.

Borisov reported a mathematicai solution to predict steady-state horizontal weI1 production with no
mention of anisouopic pemeability [Borisov, 19841. One augmentation solution for steady-statt: ilow
to si horizontal well which rnentioned the anisotropic permeability effcict was derived by Joshi [ IgY8 1
w h m he considered only the transverse isouopic case, i.e., the horizvntd permcabiliiy cliffers fruiii
the vertical, but with k, = k, = %. The misouopic permeability was incorpocÿted by substituting
isotropic permeability with the square root of the product of the vertical and horizontal prrneability.
which is a çomrnonly employed trrinsformation.
Lee [1989] reported some results of the effects of anisotmpic permeability on slant well production,
but his results were based on numerical simulation.

a slmt well in a medium with prmeability anisouopy is
derived in this thesis. Three dimensionai anisouopy is considered in this new solution, and the rffect
of this anisotropy on t'luid production is discussed.
A new analytical solution for fluid flow to
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3.2 Productivity Evaluation Scheme
3.2.1 Vertical well productivity evaluation
The evaluation of well productivity is one of' the most important tasks in the exploration tor
underground resources. The productivity capacity of a welI directly affects well pattern design. Well
productivity is a firnction of not only the well geometry but most importantly is also a reflection of the
reservoir charactenstics,

Conventional vertical well productivity is evaluated by 3ssuming radial flow and constant pressure
boundary conditions both at the wellbore and at the drainage radius. The productivity of a vertical well
under this condition is in the fonn of ri very simple solution. Therefore, the conventional solution only
reflects the capacity of a wrll as well as thi iransmissivity of the reservoir. The various boundw
conditions are not considercd in it. However, for simple bound0;rryconditions such as nu tlow or linex
constant flow boundaries, the solution c m be modified by superposition or the boundary effects.
However, the constant boundary conditions are not always satisfied, particularly in pressurized
(co&ned) reservoirs. The red pressure in such reservoirs decreases and the influence radius rnoves
outward with time during production. The distance Born the well whertt the pressure is jus[ beginning
to decrease at a aven time is referred to as the influence radius of the wellbore at that tirne.
However, pseudo steady-state solutions whiçh satisfy the constant boundary conditions crin be
developed around the well after a period of production.
Other convenaonal vertical well productivity solutions and modifications developed over the years were
mostly based on the modeliing of natural physical flow cases by considering various more complicated
boundary conditions, such as the aqttitard models, free phreatic surfaces (water-table) models, or multilayered reservoir models.

3.2.2 Horizontal well productivity evaluation
It is widely recognized that a horizontal well can yield more fluid than a conventional vertical well,
in panicular if the reservoir is thin and extensive. Some of the advaotages and production
improvements offered by horizontal wells have been discussed in the previous chapter. and sevenl

approxùnate solutions for horizontal well producuvity have k e n derived [ Borosov, 1984; Joshi. 1988,
19871. For inclined (slant) wells, however, thrre seems to be no systematic malysis yet available çxcept
for the numericd malysis reported by Lee [1989].
To best utilize the advantages provided by a horizontal we11, the effect of various pxmetrrs suçh as
the m e threeaimensional anisouopic permeability need to be evaiuatedSeveral productivity evaluation methods have been reportrd in <hrlitentwe. Borisov [19&1] reportrd
the foI1owing steady-state solution for prrdictiq fluid flow io a horizontal well:

where h is the resewoir thickness, L is the horizontal well length, r, is the drainase radius uf the
reservoir, r,. is the well bore rxiius, Ap is the pressure dit'ference bctwecn the well-bore tuid die
drainage boundary, k is the homogeneous isotropic permenbility of the reservoir, and p is die tluid
viscosity.
Borisov's solution hrts a very simple form and is convenient in use, however, the solution is Iirnired
in generaI aaalysis because of the isotropic assumption.
Another commonly used solution for horizontal well production is the augmentation solution derived
by Ioshi [1988] in the foUowing form:

where Bo is formation factor.

.

p ,JE and a is the maximum axis length of the drainase ellipse

of the well and has the folIowing relationship with thi: drainage radius r,:
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with other parameters the s m e as in Borisov's solutionIoshi derïved this solution b y sepinring the thrre-dimensional problem into two two-dimensional ones,
relating to vertical and horizontal cross-sections. The solutions are combined using an electrical m d o g

concept.
loshi modified his isotropie solution to account for horizontal wsll rccentncity by using Musirut's
mrthod, initiaily developed for a verticai w d l locatrd rrcentrîc to a circulÿr drainage boundÿry
[Muskat, 19371. Finally, he arrived at the following result for the isotropie case:

where the term 6 is the distance of the horizontai well from the midheight of the tesavoirJoshi also compared horizontai and slant weIl productivities usinp some results provided by Cinco et
al., [1975] and Van Der Vlis et al., [19791 and presented sorne information on slant well prociuctivity
for wells inclined in the range of zero to 75" from verticai,

However, Joshi has over-simplified the effect of anisouopic permeability in his solution (3.2.2), and
his solution has ais0 some difficulty in analyzing both the eccenuicity and the incliniition effects
because of the singularify at 6 = h/2, where one c m t rrcover the original solutiun (3.2.2).
Lee [2989]provided a semi-numerical simulation of a slant well in a thin ~servoir,obtdned using by
analytically integrating around the bouridaries and using numencd boundq integral methods in the
caiculation. Because of the introduction of a numericd technique, the solution lost its analytical
characteristics, mi it becomes inconvenient to use by engineers.

In rhis chapter we will present a ww analytical solution which predictS slant and horiiontiû wril

production in an 3-Danisoîropic reservoir, and will show that the cases of vertical and horizoutai wells
are the two limits for this new solution. A senes of parruneuic andilyses and cornparisons of horizontal,
sIant and verticai welIs is aiso presented. To conclude, we wilI discuss the results and address the
anisotropic permeability effect implied by the new solution.

3.3 Flow Rate Changes Under Coordinate Transformations
Anisouopic pemeability c m usually be uansformed to an equivriient isouopic permeabiliry by
coordinate transformation in solving the goveming equations. nit: primiiry variable, such s the thid
pressure in the flow equation, will be ;ui invariant with the tmformztion; however, other vuitibles
such as the flow rate are not necessarily the same-This i s particularly so when t h e trimsforrnüuon is
not conformal, so care must be taken in the transformation,
Assume a cartesian coordinate system is chosen with its axes k i n g paralle1 to the principal anisouopic

prmeability directions. Then, the stetldy-stiite flow equation under such a coordinatt: systern c m bt:
written as (equation 1.3.10):

whrre

k,

and k, are the principai permeabilitirs and p is fluid pressure.

Suppose a new cartesian coordinate sysrrm (u.v.w) is relateci to the old system (x.y.z) by the Sollowiny

relritionship:

and assuming the reservoir is homogeneous in prmeability and viscosity, thrn equation (3.3.1)
written in the following form under the new system:

clin

be

which becomes the Uure-dimensionai Laplace equation with an equivaiilrnt isotropie prmrabili ty k,,

which appears as an a r b i w constant oniy if ihe transformation factors satisfy the relationships:
(33.4)

It is obvious that the pressure p is indeed an invariant under this transformation if the relatïonships of

the two coordinate systems urpressed in equation (3.3.2) are appliad.

For the flow n t e wz c m do the following anaiysis. Suppose the tlow through a u b i u i surface S is
Q in the (x,y.z) system and is Q' in the (u,v,w) system; then we have Q = Qi + Qj + Q$. Q' = Qui
+Qj+Q&and:

and similarly we obtain:

therefore the flow rate obtained from the two coordinates have the lollowing relütionships:

This equation indicates that if the coordinate transformation factors expressed in equation (3.3.2) are
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used, then the flow rate calculated from the (u,v,w) system is not the true flow rate, but nerds tu
rnultiplied by the reciprocal product of the trmfomauon factors.

bt:

For the two-dirnensional vertical well flow case we have:

which shows that the isotropic equivalent pemeability cm be represented by the square root of the
product of the two principal penneabilities,

3.4 Mathematical Mode1 of Flow to a Slant Well

3.4.1 Problem formulation
To obtain a solution for a slmt well in an anisotropic reservoir, WC will utilize ttit: uil~1~fOrn1atiun
techniques outlined in section 3.3. Upper and lower boundafïes will be simulated using the image
principle, and the results will be simplified using a Laplace transformation result.
To derive a productivity evaluation solution tor a slant or horizontal wwell, we aiso assume thrit the
simple constant pressure boundary conditions are satistred. The problem here is dessribed as follows:
the reservoir has a constant thickness h, the horizontal dimension is much lareer thm the verticsi1
thickness, such that the horizontal boundsrry drainage condition can be assumed to be constant pressure,
very fiu away with respect to the well intersection length. The u p p r and lower reservoir boundaries
are p d e l no-flow planes, corresponding to relritively impermeiible stmta. nie well has a Iength L,
is inclined with an angle P to the vertical upwvd direction (z axis in Figure 3.1). and one end of the
well is located in the reservoir at a distance b from the lower boundary, which is defined as z = 0, and
the well is orientated with an angle of or to the x axis. The anisotropic pemeability values in the
principal directions, corresponding to the cartesian axes, are 4, q, and &. The govening rquütion for
the steady-state and incompressible fluid flow satisfies the Laplace equation (1.3.10):
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and the boundary conditions for the problem c m be described ris:

the welIbore condition should lx a constant pressure *around the wsllbore, which if' written in

mathematical t e m , satisfies the following:

whrre x', y' and z* are the coordinates of a point at the we11 axis whrrr a sink is loç~trd.r, is the

drainage radius, r, is the well radius. p is fluid pressure, and p. ÿnd p, are the pressures at r, and r.
respectively. We assume thüt the amount of fluid ihat Bows into a well tiuough the two ends of the
well is negligible; that is, we assume that L >> r,.

noted in Chapter One, the above boundary conditions are only approximiuiom in terms of pressure;
the exact conditions should consider the gnvity rffect which give the same form as above if hydraulic
head. is used.
As

If 1 is defined as a distance dong the well, then x*, y' and z' can be written as:

To simplify equation (3.4.1) the following coordinate transformation is appüed:

where k, is the three dimensional equivaîent isotropie permeability. I f wc: let QI, = 1, which maks
the productivity cakulated Rom both systems identicai, thrn we o b W the equivalent pemeability &'
= 4%

The governint equation (3.4.1) under this ~msformationbecomes:

the wellbore condition (3.4.3) becomes:

w here

is the pressure potentirl. p is fluid viscosity, ob, and Pm are the transforrned angles.
is the
uansfonned resewoir thickness under the (u,v,w) system and Ap = pe - p is the pressure drawdown
between the drainage boundary pressure and the wellbore pressure.

a

Because the components in the x, y and z direction must satisfy the relationships of
= u. y$ = v
and tI,= W. if we take the point on the well axis of distance I from the origin as the study point. then
the relation between the two systems cm be obtaimd:

where I,,, is the distance conesponding to I in the (u, V,

W)

system.

From the relationships in (3.4.10) we obtaia:

tf

is easy to find the following relsitionshïps tlom equations (3.4.10) ccnd (3.4.1 1):

where k, is the horizontai percrieability in the direction of the well projection, 1% is the directionid
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pmeability in the direction of the well ünd they have the following Lorms:

3.4.2 Solution of the problem
The problem described by equation (3.46) for a reservoir with infinite thkkness and a sink point
Iocated at (u', v' w') c m be described by the Green's function [Muskat 19371:

where u', v' and w' are the sink locations, qT&) is the si& sueagth in the (u, v, w) syskni -md 1s
Q& if the total flow rate kom the well is Q. dl, is rhe diffe~ntialwd1 segment which prociucss a
potentid fraction de at the point (u,v.w). ïhis is the basic solution for our problem.
The two impermeable boundaries crin be sirnuiated by applying the image principle. Figure 3.2 shows
the image principle for the case of a horizontal well. The same approach c m be used to solve for the

slmt well.
By applying the superposition results presented in Figure 3.2, the effect of the two no-tlow bounduies
cm be siniulated by the following infinite series:

where sL = [(u-u')'

+ (v-v')']&'.

A closed form expression of this series is not available. There have been several methods used tu

obtain an approximation of this srries. Muskt 119371 usrd two srna to üpproximare a venicd well
not totally pneuating the reservoir. which is oniy a special case of the problrrn herr. One srrirs sises
whrn u + v is very srnail, and the other when it is vrry large. This is possible because for a vertical

well u + v c m be taken as very smrill when the weI1 bore boundary is considered. and u + v ci bc
taken as vrry large when the drainage boundvy is considrred. Howrver this mrthod becornes invalid
h m because u + v for a horizontal well çan never be considered a sniall quantity, eittirr for the well
bore dimension or for those of the draintige bound;iry. Hitjema [ 19851 uxd w t h e r rnrrhud LU
approximate the above series in which he only considered the first several temis, employing a "suîp"
to simulate the effects of the rest of the terma This approach works because the ctffects of the terms
decrease as n kcomes Iarger; however, mnny terms still need to be considered if such accwcy is to
be achieved, panicularly for the thin resrrvoin comrnon in saatified formations. This m d k s the
application of Haitjema's solution inconvenient.
The following alternative method triitorms the intlnite series into tut inregrd tom by applying the
resuIts of Laplace transformation. In hct equation (3.4.16) c m be written as the following intepl:

It is obvious that for the problcm depicted above, we

dways have positive vdues of W. w' sinci hi,, and
aIso (w + w') I2h, for al1 possible values of (u, v, w) in the reservotr. This hct guuruirtxs thrit ~ h t '
following rdationships is satistied:

Now, the above series cm be written as the following:
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and for the same reason, the second series crin be wrïtten as:

and therefore equation (3 -4.17) becomes:

which leads to the following tom:

From equations (3-1.4)and (3.4.12) we know that u', v' and w' satisfy the following relütionstiips:

where parameter A' is defined as:
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If we substitute x, y, z and I brick to solution (34.22) we obtain:

where q&J dl, = q(l) dl and q(l) i s the flow rate per unit well length in the (x, y, z) system, and s of
equation (3.4.24) in terms of x, y and z becomes :

whert: parameter A' and C become :

If we define

6 = IJ

then solution (3.4.26) becornes:

The flow rate disuibution qO) alon2 the well bore cm have severil forms depending on the
assumptions. The assumption Uiat q is a constant impties uniform flow. This ûssurnption, however,
cannot pnerate a uniform pressure dong the well. To meet this condition. Le. for an uniform pressure
assumption, other distributions have to br used, such as a parabolic or a discretr funclion [ Muskat.
1937, Haitjrma. 19851. Theoretically, q in rquation (3.4.29) c i n be specifird by ïny rxionii funciion
without too much difficulty; however, here we will maintain the uniforrn flow assumption to permit
cornparison with published solutions. The fluîd production will be approximately the same as thüt
calculated by a uniforni pressure assumption if the well bore pressure is taken as the pressure that
exists threequarters way dong the well [Muskat. 19371 and. as explained later in this pdper, by using
this assumption we cm o b u n p o d agreement with conventional vertical well production rates by
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The solution for a slmt well with k n j t h L and a unifonn production rate q alone the wrlI c m br
obtained by integrating equation (3.4.29) with respect to the sink length dl from O to L whiçh gives
the following form:

O

= lx<qv

where y is the integral term, and if use z' as defined in (3.4.4), it becomes:

Ta determine the production rate q, the drainage and weilbore boundary conditions of (3.42) and
(3.4.3) need to be used. When x' t 9 becomes very large, the integral y tends to zero, and thrrrforr
9, is the pressure potential at the drainage b o u n d q , and $, is the pressure potential at the weltbore.
nierefore we obtain the following:

where

and y, are the theoretical integral value obtained by equation (3.4.3 1).

Because usudly r, >> L, we can neglect the effect of the well length and reservoir thickness effect in
approxirnating the drainage boundary, and take a representative point of r, distance away in the well
direction, which can be written as (r,cos(a), r$in(a), W). if we substitute this point into the
parameters A', C and s in equation (3.4.38) and (3.4.27). we have:

and, by substituting A'. C and se into equation (3.4.3 1), we obtah the drainage bounundary integai v due:

where

pz = yl6,

The welI bore b o u n d q has to be determincd t'romthe following equation:

The wellbore boundary condition rilso can be represented by choosing a representaüve point rit the
elevauon of well axis and distance dong the well, with 6 being the position p i a n w x , which niay
take a vaIue between 0.75 and 0.866 (Muskat, 1937, Goode et ai., 19871.

This representative point (&., h,2;.) therèfore can be written as:
x , ~=

-v

w

G Lsin(P )cos(a)

+

rbsin(a)

= GLsin(P)sin(a) - r,cos(a)

E =b

+

.

.

6Lços(P)

if ws substitute thts point into the p u n e t e r s A* and C detined in 3-3-28, we obtain:

and the parameter s at the wellbore becorna:
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where

& = k&

=

Jkk
=

Y

35

/ ka and r,, is the prmeâbility wrighted wellbore radius [ G o d e rr al..

19871.
Therefore the integral term

of (3.4.3 1 ) rit the wellbore becomes:

Obviously, the well production q crin be obtrüned by ripplying y~, of (3.434) +anci
solution 3-4-32], which leads to the foIlowin~:

Thus by using solutioa (3.4.40), the well productivity Q ciin be determined.
For a horizontal well

and ywbecorna:

= 90'. then the chinage boundary intesral term v, becomes:

ut'(3.4.39) in

where parameter se ;uid s, becomes:

If we fiirther assume that the well is located at the middle of the reservou, Le. t> = h/2 then y, and \y,.

under this condition become:

if we define lr

,

L, = @ ,ihen y, and yf, of (3.444)

then the production r u e (3.4.40) becomes:

where

becorne:
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Equation (3.4.46) implies that the anisouopic prmeabi tity effect on horizonhi well productivity cm
be considered using the following modified well Iength, well radius and permeability as the isotropic
parameters and used in isotropic solutions such as Borisov's or loshi's solution.

3.4.3 Verification of the solution
To validate the solution developed in this chapter, we compared the two exueme cC&esof the new
satution with the ones available in the literature, Figure 3.3 shows the horizontal welI production
curves of the new solution compared with Borisov's and Jushi's solutions under isouopic prnitrabiliry
conditions. Figure 3.4 compares the new solution of p = O0 (verticid wdi) with the conventionil
vertical solution. In dl these figures, the v e r t i ~ daxes (y m i s ) rire the relative production Q, which
is defined as Q, = QCi/~apwith Q being the recil production, p the fluid viscosity, and ap the pressure
difference between the we11 bore and drainage boundaries, maintained constrint. From FÏgure 3.3 we
tind that the new solution agrees vrry well with Borisov's soiution except for a srnstll ciifference (< 5%)
when the well length becomes less thm the reservoir thickness. However, a consistent difi'srcnce
between loshi's solution is present, but still within the range of ri good engineering approxiiti;itiuii.
Joshi developed his solution by superposition of the vertical and horizontal flow, which might ctiuse
this difference.

From Figure 3.4 we &O found that the new solution agrees with the conventional verticai well solution
very well when = O is used. This contims the vaiidity of our new solution because it replicates the
w e l formulated and accepted conventional verticai solution.
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3.5 Productivity of a slant well
Production rates in the following adysis rire obtained hy applying solution (3-4.4)) with \~r,and yfw
defined in (3.4.33) and (3.4.391, and are also expressed in the form of relative production Q, =
QplaaP. To show the productivity of a slant well, the relative production Q, is plotted venus the
inclination angle P when various other panmeters are varied. The two geomeuic panmeters re and
r, have been fixed in ail the analyses and take the value of re = 1000 m. which is four to five times
larger than the longest well length used in the mdyses, and r, = 0.2 m. which is 20 times Iess thiin
the shonest well we have used in the malysis. Also if k,is the flow perrneability in the direction oc,
then the gradient prmrübility (usudly usrd in flow analysis) cm be writan &'IL. Thtxefore. if k,
is fixed, then increase k, is quivalent to increrise the gradient permeability in the dirtxtiun
perpendicular to the well. Therefore, in the following discussions w r use whenever the gmdient
perrneability prpt'ndicular to the a direction is considered.

3.5.1 The effect of well inclination
A large inclination toward the vertical direction (srnail value of

P) is on& possible in thick resrrvoirs

because thin reservoirs significantly limit the possible Iength of a slant well. Horizonta1 or slightly

inclined wells (P > 85') art: most likly to be used in thin reservoirs. nierefore, we will only discuss
thick reservoirs where the welt length can be approximately the siime or l a s than the reservuir
thicirness. Figure 3.5 shows a case of an isotropie reservoir with thicbess of h = Som. To compare
the production changes relative to the verticai well of the same Iength, the vertical axis in the tigure
is expressed as the production ratio between the slant well and the vertical well (Q/Q,),
It becornes
obvious that the production rite increases as the slant wd1 becomes more horizontal, and dso the
inc~easecaused by inclination changes is Iillger for longer wells thim short ones. Howevtir, generrilly
the production increase caused by the inclination change is insignificant (les than 8% from the ligure).
We dso note that the mount of production increltse mostly happttns when the slant angle is tit 20° <
p c go0. The production of a slant well with P > 80° is dmost the same -asa horizonid wdl. and
For p < 20° it is almost the same as for n vertical well. ïhis agrees with the numerical simulation
results presented by L.ee [1989].
In reality. horizontal and slant wells have longer intersection lengths in d l pwctical cases. and thereforr
have much higher sustainable production rates. lhis tells us that, for constant pressure boundary
conditions. the increased production of a horizontal wrll cornes mosdy from the longer contact Irngth

of the well wifh the reservoir, with only a srnail p i from the inclination effect.
We may conclude that the horizontal well always has Iager production compmd wilh the vertiul weII
in an isotropic reservoir. The production acivantages most corne from the longer çuntact 1engf.h uf the

weII with resexvoir. but also from the inclination effect.

3.5.2 The effect of vertical permeability
The anisotropic perrneability effect also plays an important part in the productivity evduation. The
effect of vertical permeability is studied by frxing the horizontd and wying the vertical pctrnittsibility.
The slant well production in such a situation is shown in Figure 3.6, where = & = = 1 is used.
and different curves in the figure represent different values of the kJk, (kJkJ rritio.
The vertical permeability effect is b a t demonstrated in Figure 3.6 w h m even though the isotropic
production (k,/k,= 1) inmases with increasing slant angle (become more horizontal), as ctiscussed
above, the production for kfk,= 0.5 increases with P oniy when < 20°. In other cases, however,
the production decreases with P. excep when P becomes very luge. As is axpctzd, the production
for a vertical wdl (p = 0°) becurnes identical and is independent of the vertical prtmrability values.

To more clearly observe the anisotropic permeability effect by zliminliting the inclintition ttfti.crs. wc.
also plotted Q/Q, venus P in Figure 3.7, where Q/Q,stands for the ratio of anisotropic prrmrabiliry
production Q to the isotropic production Q,.It is found that by decrrasing the vertical pnnrûbiiity hy
half, the horizontal well production decreases by about 8 8 ; &measin% it by five tinies results in
production decrease of about 21%. Also we found that the vertical permeability efkcts decremast:
if ri
slant well becomes more verticd (Figure 3.7)-

3.5.3 The effect of horizontal permeability
Figure 3.8 shows the well production changes while the pmability in the direction pqxndiçuliu to
the well is varied while maintainhg and k, as unit vdues. From Figure 3.8 we find Ihüt k, hÿs
approximately the same effect on al1 differently inciined wells. 'Rie production increases about 1.4
times if the magnitude of k, is doubled, and is about 2.2 to 2.4 times if we increax k, by live timrs.
This indicates that the effect of a prrmeability change perpendiculu to the wrll is approximatrly the
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same for ail well inciinations.
Figure 3.9 shows the results when the 4 and 16 an? fixed. i.e. k, = k, = 1, and the prrmeability in the
a (well projection) direction IC, is increasrd Cornparrd with Figure 3.8, the production inrreÿse in
these cases is approximritely the same only for verrical weiis. For sIanr welts, the prducüon increassc:
caused by an increase in IZ, is less than when k, is increased. The production increase for the
horizontal weil is the least and shows a 14% to 30% difference, depending on the mount of
pemeability increase, cornparrd with the results in Figure 3.8. This indicates that a larger aiiirrction
prmeability increases vertical well production more effectively thm horizontal well production.

3.6 Productivity of a horizontal well
3.6.1 Reservoir thickness and weU length effet
The well length and reservoir thichess have signifïcant effects on horizontal we1l production becriuse
most of the horizontal well advantages corne from the longer contact length of the well wirh the
reservoir, as discussed above, Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the production chanos versus reservoir
thickness and well length. From Figure 3.10, we find that the production rate inmases with incre-asing
thickness. However, the incrase is not a linear function wifh h- The production iiicretises rripidly with
h only for thin reservoirs. When h becornes very Ixgrt, a quasi-steaciy state cm be retichttd anci under

ttus state, the production rate predicted is no longer fiected significantly by reservoir thicbttss. Lung
wells require a greater thickness value for reachins this quasi-steady state rhan short wells (Figure
3.1 1). This indicates, logkaIly, that for exceptionally thick reservoirs, the optimum extrxtion methori
may require seveml horizontal wells located at different pre-designeci heiglits in the reservoir, Pruvicld
that the drive mechanism is pressure-field dominated, this should increase both production efkiency
and total resource siccess.
Well production increases with well length, but again the relationship is not linear, ris in the crise of
a vertical well. The increrise of production with well length is greriter when die well is short. alid
lesser when the well becomes long. A log-log relationshïp may approximately describe this variation
with L (Figure 3.10).

3.6.2 The effect of eccentric placement
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The location of a honzontd well in the producing suatum cm affect weil performance; intuitive&, k r
the solutions derived herein which have constant pressure boundary conditions at a large distmcc: froni
the wellbore, one would expct that the b t production rates would be found at the midpoint. The
p m e t r i c mdysis results are shown in Figure 3.12 for diffrrent well lengths. The vertical axis in this
figure is the vdue of QfQ, where Q, is the production when the well is loczited in the middlr of the
reservoir (b = NZ),and Q stands for production of an off-midheight well, The horizontal m i s of the
figure is the ratio between weIl location and reservoir thickness b h . If b/h = O, it meam a horizontal
well is on the bottorn boundary, b/h = 0 5 means it is sit the midheight, and b/h = I means it is rit the
top boundary.
The locations of the horizontiril wells in the rexrvoir indetid affect the steady-state production raie. The
maximum production race is given when the wells are at the miridle of the reservoir, as w)ulcl hc

expected, and deçreases 2856 if the wells artt shifted to the impervious boundliries h r a wdl with WL.
= 0.5). This difference rilso would increase if h/L > bricornes I q e r than 0.5. llius, we mriy cunclude
that for long wells in a thin reservok (NL c 0.i), deviation of the well location from the niiddle of'the
reservoir does not significantly affect the sustainabIe production. but for short wells in si thick reservoir,
the effect is more pronounced.

3.6.3 Advantages of horizontal wells in production
We have discussed the effect of well length and reservoir thickness on horizontal well prociuctiun, but
did not discuss the production of a vertical well in the same rtservoir. To analyit: the ridvluitages of

horizontal weHs in production relative to vertical wells, it is ktter to obtain the ratio between
horizontal and vertical well production under the same conditions.

tilt:

Figure 3.13 shows the Q/Q, relationships under various values of well length and reservoir thîchess
in an isotropic reservoir. Q is the horizontal wefl production and Q,. is the production of a vertical well
which penetrates the reservoir. Figure 3-13 clearly shows that for sin isotropic permeability resenwir,
horizontai wells are always betttx than vertical wells if the well length is Larger thin the reservoir
thiclcness. However, we also can see that tven though production incrrases with well length, the
increase becomes insignificûnt when the well is quite long. For instance. [or a 30 ni thick sesavoir,
an increase in production of about 2 tirnes requises an inmase in ihr, horizontal wd1 Iengtii of about
4-5 tirnes. This may not economically viable if the drilling cost is also considered. Aiso, because of
the viscosity effect, the capability for transponation of fluid within the wellbore may aiso Iimit the
production if a well is too long. Therefore a optimum production design is required.
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The effect of vertical pemeability on productivity of long horizontal wells largeiy depends on rrsttrvoir
thickness. Demasing vertical permeability wiii decrease the horizontal well production, and this
decrease can be significant for thick reservoirs. Figure 3.14 shows the c;isr of a 30 m reservoir, whttrtt
the horizontai w e l becomes worse than the verticai well when v)i,
becomes lsss îhm 0.05 if h/L. is
less than 0.2. This indicates thrit for thick resemoirs witb a very small vertical permeribility, vertical
wells are still the prefirred choice. For thin raervoirs, horimntd wells rire btittttr and il dues riu~
heavily depend on the prrneability ratio.

Figure 3.15 shows the results w k n k, = = 1 and the permeability in the well direction is increasrld.
Increasing k,can inmase production more for a vertical well than for a horizontal welI- This clui be
seen from Figure 3.15, where if IL incrieases 20 times, the Q/Q, ratio decrases from 2.7 to 1.Y. This
indicates that larger
permeahility (parailel to the well axis) cloes not have a signiticant rftkct on
the well production, even though, in p w a i , horizontal wells are still much better thm vertical wells.
The case of increasing t+, is different from thsit of increasing k. Incrwsing does incresise die Q/Q,
ratio. even îhough the increase is not grrat. Figure 3-16 shows tfie results where 4 = k, = 1 and 4,
is increased. nie effect of k+,on horizontal weIl production is less signifirant for short wells than for
Iong ones. This indicates that the effect of the pemeability perpendicular to the well is rilniost r t w sruiic
for both slmt and vertical wells, sis wüs discussed above.
We niay conclude from this section that horizontal wells are always btttter t l m vertical wdls if lit. Li/L

is not too large (c0.2) and the verticd pnneability is not too smdl { > q 2 0 ) . Generdly spctiking.
increasing or and decreasing k,can permit us to exploit the advantsiges of a horizontal well, atid
this c m also be seen [rom Figure 3.17. We conclude that to best use the advamages of a horizoiital
weI1, it is best to place the well dong the minimum permeability direction, and perpendiculrir to the
maximum perrneability direction in the horizontal plane. For very thick rese~oirs,multilevel
horizontal wells at different heights are probably a good idea no mstter what the vertical and horizon[til
perrneability ratios are.

3.7 Conclusions
A new analyticd solution has been developed to analyze the sustainabte (steady-state) production rates

from wells in an anisotropic reservoir wilh a constant inclination angle. This solution avoids some of
the assumptions that othen have found necessvy in order to achieve a usefuul approximation. Lnstriid,

a definite integrarion tenn is introduced which can be evduated elisiIy by numericd integration. We
show that for the weI1-known limiting case of a vertical weI1, our solution gves rilrnost identical
results, and for horizontaï wells, g o d agreement has been obtained compared with previous pubiished
solutions, through our solution is mort3 rigorous.
, for the case of constant Far-field pressure
Using sustainable production rate as the c o m p ~ s o nand
boundary conditions, horizontal wells are aiways better than verticai wells if the well length is Iarger
than the reservoir thickness in an isotropic case, regardless of the reservoir thïckness. However if the
horizontal well lengh is less than the reservoir thickness, the production becornes almost the surit: ibr
wells of any angle. The production rate dec~risefor an inclined well is insignikuu tu sustainable
production rates, particularly when a is less chan 20°, A horizontal well located udier tirai1 in t h :
rnidheight of the reservoir wilI decrease the production rate, but this effect is usudly Iess thm 25% and
the effect decreases with increrising well Iength and dec~;isingreservoir thickness. Because horizonid
or inclined welk always have longer intersection Iengths in the reservoir, cornpartxi to vertical wdls,
a proper economic cornparison should be nornialised to a unit length of intersection of the rest'rvoir.
In generd, the results herein confirm clearly that the longer the horizontal well, the greater the benetlts,
leaving aside costs aïsing from other sources. However the increase of production is not proportionlil
to the increase of the weII length.
We rnust be a w m that al1 the conclusions obi;iined above arc= for stttridy-state flow. Tfiese conclusions
will not in general apply to transient cases directiy. as will be discussed in Cliripter 4. A~usotropic
prmeability has k e n incorpomted in the newly developed anaiyticd solution to sinsilyze the susttùnablc
(steady-state) production rates from a slant well at any mgLe. For the weil-known limiting case of a
vertical well, our solution gives identical results, and for horizontal wells, if we take an isouopiç
permeability, good agreement has been obtaïned with previous published solutions. A gencr31
anisotropic andysis has never k e n clone before in a msilyticai formulation, therehre, the new solution

presents advmtages for analysis of anisotropy.
Anisouopic permeability has significmt effects on the production rate of a horizontal or a slruit wcll.
The permeabiIity in the well direction has lzss effect on srnail angle wells than for large angle ones.
The permeabiiity in the direction prrpendiculu io the well increases horizontai wrll production betitrr
than for vertical ones, but the difference is insignificant. The anisotropic perrnaübility effect may b r
approximately simulated by using the reservoir anisotropy modifîrd panmeters ûetinrd in equation
(3.4.47) in a isotropic solution such as Borisov's solution,
Generally speaking. vertical wells are most suitable for thick reservoirs or where there is very srnall
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vertical permeabitity, whereas horizontal weiis are suitable for thin reservoirs, pslrucularly when the
verticaï pemeabitity is larger.

ower impermeable layer

Figure 3.1 Configuration of a slant well in a three dimensional
anisotropic resemir.

Figure 3.2 hage superpositionto simulate the impe~ousupper and lower
boundaries (at y = O and y = h) of a shnt well.

Figure 3.3 Cornparisons batween Bonsov (1984), Joshi (1988) and the new
solutions for horizontal well product~ty.

Figure 3.4 Cornparison of production between the new sdution and the
conventionai vertical well solution.
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Figure 3.5 The effect of inclination of a shnt well on well production with

diierent wdl lengths.
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Figun 3.6 The effect of wrtical penneability on production of wells at &Ilerent
degree of inclinations.
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Figure 3.7 fhe e k t of bertical permeability on sfant well production compareci
wit h normalized isotropic production,

WeH inclination rngk ($), degreea

Figure 3.8 The effect of horizontal pemeability on slant wdl production compared
with nomaiized isotropic production,
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Figure 3.9 The effect of penneability in the a direction on slant well production.
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Figure 3.10 Efféct of well length on horizontal well production with different
tesemir thicknesses.
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Figure 3.11 Effect of resennir thickness on horizontal well production with
different well lengths.

Figure 3.12 Effect of eccentric placement on horirontal well production with
dirent resemir thicknesses.
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Figure 3.13 Adwmtages of horizontal well production compared with a wtical
well in an isotropic resemir.
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Figura 3.14 The effect of wrtical pemeability on horirontal well production.
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Figure 3.15 'Che Mect of pmeability in the well direction on horiorntai well
production,
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Figura 3.16 The Mect of pemieability in the direction perperidicuiar to the well on
horizontal well pmduction.

Figure 3.17 Horizontal well production coiriations with anisotropic peneabiiity

Wues.

Chapter Four

Horizontal Weil Test Interpretation
4.1 Interpretation of Horizontal Weii Test
4.1.1 Literature review
Interpretation of a horizontai well test is more difficult than for a vertical well test because of the 3D
oeornetrical natwe and the evolution into different flow regirnes. Horizontal well test results will not
only drpend on the reservoir characteristics, but dso on the well geometry and orientation. Even
though a number of well defioed horizontal well pressure analyses have been reported in the Iiterature
[Daviau et al., 1988; Goode et al., 1987; Kuchuk et al., 1988; Matta and Santo, 19951 some of the
issues are still not clearly resolved. Well test behavio-~rin a highly anisotropic reservoir seems to be
one of these issues which has not received enough attention. It has been o b s e ~ e dthat a complete
horizontal well test in an infinite acting reservoir c m usually be segmented into three flow regimes
(neglecting the wellbore storage effect): the verticai radiai flow regime, the Linear klow regme md the
horizontal radial flow regime as shown in Figure 4.0 [Daviau et al., 1988; Goode,et al., 19871.
However, under certain conditions, suçh as when the vertical permeability is very smalI cornplird to
the horizontal one, linear flow could bt: absent, and instead, a spherical flow regirne can develop.
However, the criteria for linear flow to be replaced by spherical flow and the correspondin,O test
behaviour during the spherical flow period have not, as far as we are aware, been discussed in the
literature.

-

Ano ther example of a deficiency in many existing analyses is that most of the horizontal solutions were

developed by assuming the well was drilled dong the direction, therefore leading to the conclusiun
that by using the vertical radial flow regime the combined permeability [4&jE
can be detrrmined.
This conclusion is only acceptable in ri horizontally isotropie reservoir or if the weI1 is uuly drilled
along the k,direction; otherwise, enors are inuoduced. and the magnitude of these errors incrrases widi
increasing anisotropy.
In this Chapter we present a interpretation methoci which considers a well in an anisotropic reservoir,
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oriented arbitrarily in the horizontal plane. By using the new solution, accurate test interpretation cm
be obtained for al1 possible horizontal well orientations. AIso, if two tests are carried out in wells of
two different orientations hom the s m e reservoir, thea the perrneability anisotropy c m be determined,
We wiil also try to outline soms guidelines for flow regime identification based on ouf luialysis. The
criteria for such identification differ in the literatw [Daviau et ai., 1988; Goode et al., 1987; Mattar,
and Santo, 19951 which makes it difficult and confusing to use in flow regime identification, which

is the foundation for using the segmental analysis method in interpreting test [Zhang and Dusseiult,
19961.

4.1.2 Limitations of traditional interpretation methods
Many analyses of transient hotizontd well pressures have been reported in the literature, ;ind severtil
test interpretation methods have also been developed based on these solutions. However, severtil
problems still exist in using the availabte solutions. As we have discussed above, most rivzlilrible
solutions assume the reservoir is isotropic horizontal1y, or if a honzo ntally anisotropic reservoir is
encountered, then the well is assumed to be paralle1 to the ISE direction. These assumptions make it
difficult to determine the tme reservoir misotcopies from arbitrarily oriented horizontal wells.
Another Limitation of the available solutions is that the characterisuc cimes, such as the tirne when the
no flow boundûries take effect, or when the Iength of the well begins to take effect, rire not uwd. In
fact, such ùmes give imponant information on the characteristics of the resr3wuir and the wzll
configuration, and sometirnes could be the only intbrmrttion rivdlable. We wilI in the hlluwing
sections develop a new set of solutions which takes advancage of al1 possible information anci wluch
dso provides important data concerning the reservoir and the well behaviow-

4.2 Horizontal Well Drawdown Test Interpretation
4.2.1 Theoretical derivation of the sdution
The horizontal well problem discussed here is similu to that discussrd by othrrs [Daviau ri al., 1988;
Goode et d.. 19871 except that an arbiirary horizontal well is drilled at a degrees from the k, direction.
Other assumptions are as follows: 1) the resetvoir is ;in infinite, horizontal reservoir with constant
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thickness h; 2) the reservoir h s no-flow u p p r and iower boundaries; 3) the ceservoir has primary
anisouopic permeabilities k. k, and k, which coïncide with the threr axes of the coordinate systrm
and, 4) a weU of length L is locaied at a distance b from the lower bomdary (Figure 4.1). The
following equation is used to mode1 this problem:

where k,q, k, are the primary prrmeabilities in the three-dimensional space, x', y', z' define the
position of the well, p is viscosity. Q is porosity, c, is compressibility, Ap = p; - p,., is defined zis the
pressure drop ktween wellbore and far field, q is fiow rate per unit well length, and t is tirne.
The bound8qconditions for such a problem are:

To solve the b o u n d q valuc problem defined by (4.2.1) and 14-22)'

,/'tic, is the horizontal avensr permeability.

where kh ,

The boundacy conditions (4.2.2) becorne:

we define

new
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If we apply the following exponentiai transform:

to equation (4.2.3) and boundary conditions (42.4) for x, and y*, we obtaia

and the trmforrned initial anci boundxy conditions become:
~ ( a , v ~ . z ' , ,1,O= >; = O

If we further apply the following Fourier transfocm :

tc? equation

(4.2.6) and the boundary conditions (42.7)wr have:
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Soiving for G from equation (4.2.9) we obtain:

If a,and a in eguation (4-2.10) are invened back to x, and y,, we obtain the following point sidi

solution:

which çan be written as:

where C, = Y(c, 4 p).
If we invert n back to q,, then the point sink solution becomes:

Substituting the variables

obtain the following:

xd

=

,k,kx

y,

.

h = z bafk into solution (4.2.13). w r
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where s, =l/c&p.
For a slant well defined in Figure 3.1, with 1 being mesurrd ndially outward from the coordinare
center, the following relationships art= satisfied:

If we substitute the relationships of (4.215) into (4.2.14) and kt T = t

- t',

we obtain:

where Q(t-t) = q(t-T)L is the cotai flow rate along the full length of wellbore if wellbore storagto is
neglected.

Solution (4.2.16) is the pressure drawdown solution for a slont well detirid in Rgurt: 3.1 in a 1;iycrcd
reservoir. Solution (4.2.16) has a exponential term and a series tenn included in the double integral;
each term reflects different geomeuic aspects of the problem. Because the double integrai c m not be
solved rinalyticaiiy, a numerical scheme must be applied to evaluate the solution.
For a horizontal well as defined in Figure 4.1, because 8 = 90", the series tenn becomes independent
of I, and the exporiential term becomes:
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and k, is the permeability dong the direction of well with a being defincd ris the angle between thc
well and the x axis, which has the following forrn:

and

Jk: as

its major and minor axis respectivrly [Hantush, 19661.

The squÿre moi ul. ilic

permenbility in any direction therefore can bc determimd from the ellipse shown in Figure 4.2

If Q(t-7) is a constant Q, then by integratins 1 from O to

L, solution (4.2.16)

becomes:
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We can introduce dimensionIess pressure Pdand dimensioaless tirne t, as :

and by applying Pdand h to solution (4.220) we have:

where the function inside the integai Z(tJ is defined as:

Solution (4.2.22) cm be used in evduation of pressure at any point (x. y, z) as long as the p m r t r r s
A, A* and C in equation (4.3.18) are used. This solution cm also be used tu deterinine reservoir
parameters by test data from an observation well (point).
For the pumping well, if we use the point (L,
y,, b) from Vie wellbore with :

where r, is the pemeability weightrd equivalent radius which considers the effect o f the imisouopiç
perrneability and takes the form [Goode et ai., 19871:
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then the geomeuicd parameters A' and C can be approximately written:

where & = k,& and 6 is the location panmeter which can take a value between 0.75-0.886[Musht,
1937; Goode et ai., 1987).
Substituting A and A' into Z(tJ, rquation (4.2.23) becomes:

The solution expresscd in equations (4.2.22) with (4.2.27) and iis derivative are usually used in well
test interpretation if the integrated method (curve matching) method is used. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show
the type curves and their derivatives pnerated by this solution. The parameter HV in the figures is the
flow criterion fiom which the flow pattern c m be dearmined. and this will bt: discussrd in sectiun
4.4.4

The skin term for ü horizontal well c m br obiaioed by andogy to a vertical well, and cm br added
to the pressure drawdown term as:

where S c m be written as (see the average permeability expression in the segmentation approxim;ition
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section tater in this Chapter):

where k, is the skin pemeability in the skin zone h m r, to r, rrround the we1L The pseudoskin trrm
c m also be added into (4.2.28) if it needs to be considercd [Goodt: et al., 19871.

4.2.2 Type curves and curve matching methad
The dimensionless solution given by 14-2-22)and (4.2.27) is the type c u v e genèrfitoc in estimating
reservoir parmeters by the integrated method (curvinj matching) methoci. Grnerdly, two p a r i e t e r s
must be provided to generate the horizontd well test type curves, one to describe the horizontal
anisotropy (&) and the other to describe the vertical nnisotropy (Pz). Howevrr. multi-pwmetar
macching usualiy is dit-trcult and time consurning because many piameters need to bè dtered during
simulation in order to find ri good match. One of the advmtages of the solution given in (4.227) 1s
that only one parameter pz is significant in type curve gneration. because the horizontai ÿnisotropiç
characteristics are separated h m the solution to the dimension1ess variables Pdand 6. The appearzince
of ph in h e exponential tzrrn can be added into the permrability weighted well rridius r,,, which does
not have much effect on the results except at a very shon early rime period, The niain effect criuscd
by horizontal anisotropy in this solution is reprexnted in the det'iaition of dimensionless pressure f),
and tirne t,.
Therefore, the type m e s genented wirh diffennt Pz values such as those shown in Figure 1.3 md
the derivative curves in Figure 4.4 can be used to estimate reservoir parmeters by log-log curvè
matching.
If a matching point (P,",tdm, Apm, tm,pzm)bas been determined for ri horizontid well test data, then t
parameters cm be determined by the following equations:

k
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The dirnensionless pressure Pddefined in (4.2.21) is o d y related to the horizoatai average prmeability
k,, and therefore, at late times of a test, the effect of pz will becorne insignific8mt- This is evident as
faIl into a curve singe or vrry clowly spaced ones. This can be
al1 type c w e s with differrnt
helpfül in cwve matching if a test curve cm not be rnatched uniqueIy to the type curves in the early
sepmted sections, Obviously, this chmctenstic is only available when the horizontal radial flow
regime is present However, if the horizontal radial flow cegime is not present, a modified
dimensioniess pressure ,
P can produçe type curvrs which are independent of Pz in the early tirne
vertical radial flow regime.
in fact, the type curves in the vertical radial flow regime wilI be independent of
dirnensionless pressure (P,.) and the type curve generator Z.(Qare ~definedas:

Pz if

the new

Because P, is related to the mer:dimensional average perrnrubiIity, which is chriractrrized by the sxiy
vertical radial flow regime, the type generator &(tJ is therefore independent of Pz al rarly ti~iics.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the type curvrs and thrir derivative genrrdkd by &.(rd.
matching point (Pbm, bm,Apm,tm. hm)
kas bren obtainrd, eithrr from the type curve matching or
from the derivative curve matching, then the panmeters can b r obtainrd by the following:
If

3

Ambiguity hu often bren one of the difficulties encountered in the c m mntching method. This
problem exists because the test data are often contaminated (affected by other unexpected processes
such as flow rate fluctuation. elecuicity voltage variation and so on). The direct effect of
contaminated test data is that it becomes difficult to identify (match) to a unique type curve in the main
flow regime. This difficulty can be panially eased by using the sectionai curvr match nislliods
discussed above.
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Another advantage of solution (4.2.27) we want to hi~dightis thtit the well length effcct time id, Ïs

a constant 1 k Therefore, by determining tht, value of the well length effect time t, from ri wrll [est
which matches to a unique type curve c m help to determine the parameters included in the definition
of t, such as well directional permeabiüty &, formation compressibility cmand porosity.

4.2.3 Characteristic times for a horizontal weii test
Et has been noted that three tlow @mes cm be recognized h m a cornpletci horizuntri1 wsll tcsi i f

wellbore storage is negltxted. However, the criteriz f'or identilÏ=tion of thest: rrgiriies diikr III the
literature [Daviau et al., 1988; Goode et al,, 1987; 1988; Mattar and Santo, 19951. Because tlow
regime identification is an essentiai part of segmentai anlilysis, we would like to first discuss some
aspects of these criteria.
The lo~arithrnicderivative of Pd (dPdd(log(tJ)) in equation (4.2.22) is Z&)*h. If wellbore stomge is
neglected, Z(h) is cornposed of three parts: the exponential tenn, the error tùnction term, and the séries
term. The square root term of t, will be combined into one of the above three pans in rliftkrcrit tiriies
to generate the required resuli. The cxponentirtl tefm is siniiltir tu the cxprcssîuri fur tl vertical wcll
and accounts for the pressure drop with radial flow towrird a wetl. The error tùnction terni ticcounts
for the well length and orientation effects in thc: horizontal plane. The series term accounts tor the
sffect of the upper and lower no-fIow boundaries.

Two important time criteria are needed in the identification of flow regimes; the et'feçt of the nu-tlow
boundary time g. and the effect of well length time .,t 'Ihereforct. based on t, and t,threr: tlow
regimes can be recognized. The ttarly tirne vertical radiai flow regime is maintained when t < nrirr(t,,
t,J and the horizontal radiai flow regime is maintainrd when t s ntu(t,. LI,). Between t, and t. éie
middle trmitional tlow regïme developsIn the vertical flow regime, the exponrntial term is dominant; it varies exponentially at very eürly tirnes

and becomes a constant when U b becomrs greater than 0.01 [Muskat, 19371. Ln the following
discussion, we dways assume this aiterion is satisfied. In fact, because ycos(a) - xsin(a) is the
disance from the observation point to the well. which is usually very smdl compüred to the well
length L. this aïterion is usually satisfkd at relatively early times. Before the well kngth (mer
function term) tnkes effixt, the drrivative of Pd is dominated oniy by fhe suies terni.
If we define the series Cern f(P,*tJ as:
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ihen we find that f(Pz*h) gives a véue of unity for large td. For smdl t, f(P,*t~varies tineÿrly with

the square root of

where g(p,*tJ

a*t.which cm be expnssed as:

gives a value of unity for smd1 b.

If we assume that the well is located in the middle of the reservoir, Le. b = N2,thrn we tind thm
exists a unique point below which g(_(A*tJ brcomrs unicy, and abovr which f(P,*tJ becomes uniiy
(Figure 4.7). Because the no-flow boundarirs effect is only dependent on the series trm, this point
ciruiy defines the no-flow boundüry rffrcts. and dierefore

The effect of the well length. on the othrr hand, ciln be obtained by applying t,to rquÿtion (43.59)
by noting the fact that the slope of the lineu flow straight Line of the logarilhmic derivative is 0.5 in

a log-log graph. It is easy to show ihat h, has the following value:

However, we should be aware that the effect of well length is a more complicated and lengthy process,
and takes a time of about one half to 2 cycles of logarithmic time. The hWobtained above is
approximately in the middle of this process. By evaluating the error hnction term in equrition (4.2.27),
we find that the error caused by segmentation approximation becomes only non-negligible (relative
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error Iarger than O. 1%) when t, is in the range of (Appendix 4.1):

therefore error corrections arci necessq in the segmentation approximation in this range around b..

In the denvative graph, t,is the intersection point between the early vertical flow horizontai linc and
the middle transitionai suaight line (linear or spherical flow, see the discussion below), and h, is the
intersection between the middle transitionai suaight Une and the late time horizontal radial tlow line
(Figure 4.4).
If we write the error function t e n of Z(td) in equation (4.2.27) ris e(h) :

A-A'

then, based on the derivation of t, and t,.
the ternis contained in Z(tJ :

we are lrd to the following approximatc rxprcssioiis Ior

Therefore, Z(tJ c m be sirnplified as follows when t, > lOOC :

and
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The segmentation solutions discussed below will be brised on thest: relationships.
We have neglected the effect of wellborc: stonge in the discussion. WeIlbore storage usually rnzisks
pans or al1 of one or more flow ngimrs. If the criterio timr r,, or are masked by the storage rffect.
it then becomes impossible to identify flow regimes from a derivative graph. Tilt: wellborr stomgc
effect will be analyzed and discussed in Chsipter 5.

4.2.1 Flow regimes and segmentation

4.2.4.1 Solutions in forrns of dimensionless variables

Segmentai approximation provides a convenient approach to well test interpretation. The approximate
solutions &rived by Goode [Goode et al., 19871 do not use the chsiracteristic times t, and L, and
therefore are more complicated thm the soluuons we derive in the tollowing. It is also difticult to
obtain the georneuic skin from Goode's solution if the verticai rridiai flow regirne is nirislied
[Domalski and Yuer, 19921.

We will try to eliminate those requirements by integrriring Z(Q with each individual Bow regime,
based on h, and t, values discussed above. Two situations can u s e : either t, < & or t,> .,t
If
c b,which occurs if L~A? > JCllh (see equation (4.2.59) in rhe foiiowinp). the cornmon Vertic&
Linear-Horizontal flow pattern (VLZI) is generated. If i,> .,t which occurs if ~ ' hc' k&. the
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Verticai-Sphericai-Horizontal flow pattern (VSH) is p n u a i e d We give the segmrniition soluüuns
for both patterns.

The Vertical-Linear-Horizontalflow pattern
The vertical radiai flow regirne in the VLH flow pattern is maintainrd when ,t < b,a d if
Solution (4.2.22) then cm be approxirnately expressed as:

The linear flow regime is ohserved when t, c t, < t,.

> 1W.

The solution for Pdand Ap in this regime crin

be obtained by integrating cqurition (4.2.22) using the time criterion b:

When t, becomes grmer then ,,t
approxirnated as:

the horizontri1 radial tlow regirnt: sttlrts, and P, in [tus rcgiriic ts

where E, = - 0.93 is the snor comction ierm for VLH flow parrrrn cüusrd by Ille epproxiniatiuii of
t, (Appendix 4.1).

The Vertical-Spherical-Horizoiital flow pattern
If t,s g,which occua if ~'/h'< k&

(see equation (4.259)), a Venicd-Sphericd-Horizonv~tItlow

Chapter 4 HotizoBrrrl Weil Test Interpretation
pattern (VSH) wiU be generated. 'Ihe vertical radiai tlow regime is maintined for
solutions for > IOOC: are the same as in (4.2.45).
The spherical flow regime strirts when
flow regime is:
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c t*,

a d

= td, and ends when t, = (,,. The pressure P a n the spherical

and E, = - 0.56 is the VSH pattern error correction trrm musrd by the
approximation of h.(Appndix 4.1).
The horizontal flow regme starts when t, > b, and the equritions are:

4.2.4.2 Solutions in forms of oïl field units(darcy, psi ...)

if the dimensionfess pressure Pdand tirne t, are expressed in oil tisld unirs, they become:

where B is the formation volume factor.
The boundary effect time t, and well length effect time t, therefore become:

Ciiapter 4 Horizo&l
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The Verticai-Linear-Horizontal flow pattern
The segmentation solution of the VLH flow pattern for the vertical rÿdial fIow m@me (4.2-45)

becomes:

the Linear flow solution (4.2.46) becomes:

and the horizontal radial îlow solution (4.3.47) becomes:

where F is the VLH total skin tetm at t = r, which has the following fonn:

The Vertical-Spherical-Horizontal tlow pattern

For the VSH flow pattern we hive the following fomi for the sphrrici flow regimc solution (4.2.28)
7

and the horizontai radial flow regime solution (4.2.49) :
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where G is the total skin term for the VSH pattern, aven by:

Note that if we take the logacïthrnic derivative we find that ail the coefficients of the solutions in
dimensionless forms become 2.3, and in oil field terms become 162.6BpQ/k&

These solutions do not require calculation of the dope of ti we11 test in interpretation, but employ s o m
degree of approximation around well-length time L- Figure 4.8 shows the cornparison betwt.cn the
segmentation approximations with the system solution. From this figure we tind tlitit saffsl'ztcrory
results are obtained frorn thc segmentûtion solutions. However, non-negligiblt: mors exist wittun lht:
two logarithmic cycle m a around..,,t If ail the test data f d l into this s e a . then the segmenrzitiun
solutions derived in this thesis are not vaiid.
If we define the derivative ratio HV as the ratio between the horizontal radial flow derivative and the
vertical radial flow derivative :

then it becornes obvious that if HV > 1. the linear fïow regime will be present and the largrr HV,the
longer is the period If HV c 1. then the sphrrical flow regimr will be present, and the smrilkr HV.
the longer is the period. Finally, if HV = 1. neither linear nor sphrrical flow regimrs will be present.
In such situations, the venicd radial flow transfers to the horizontai cadidi flow directly and t, becornes
identical to L. It has tkrefore become clear that the derivative ratio is a mesure of the durition oC
the vamitional flow period. A smdl value of HV ritkr mwns a srndl vanicd prinrtibilîiy is
encountered or the effective well kngth is rrduced If a srnall effective well length is encounured in
a loris horizontal well. this may mean that production is dominÿntly from rht: lieel of the wrll. TIIC

C-er
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VLH flow pattern is the most often encountaed in field and Figure 4.9 shows one such erirnplr of
a horizontal well test from Manar ruid Santo [1995]. However, wi: dso frequently zncuunter the VSH
flow pattern is the field tests. Figure 4-10 is one VSH flow püttem we11 test reportrd by D ~ ~ ~ d s k i
and Yuer [ 19921.

4.2.5 WeU eccentricity effect
The boundary effect time t, in (4.2.35) is obtained by assuming b = h12. I f the weIl is not loclitrd in
the mîddle of the reservoir, two different time effects c m sornetimes be Observed becsiust: of the eCkcts
of the two boundxies rit cijfferent distances. From the derivative graph, thîs effec~is indictitd by two
horizontai line sections in the verticd fiow regirne (Figure 4.M). The end of rhe t i n t horizontd line
section indicates mat the first boundary (the one closest to the well) is taking effect, md the second
section indicates that the second boundary is taking effect.
The urne cntenon for the first boundary effect cm be obtained by substituting b for h (or h - b for h
if b > hn) in equation (4.2.35). which $ives

b,and t,, (in oïl field units) :

The time criterion for the second boundary effect is approximately four times Iarger than h, Le.:

This indicates that the effect time of the second impermeable boundary presented in a derivative graph
is dependent oaly on the reservoir thickness, and the sictuai eievation of the we11 does not affect the
value of t,. This conclusion may corne from that fact that afier the fust boundary begins to take
effect, the pressure propagation speed is doubled, which results in approximately the same b regardles
of the actual location of the first boundary.
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As indicated by Kuchuk et al. [1990], if ;ihorizontal weU is located much closer to one bound;iry thm

to the other, then a obvious two-line derivative could be obtained in the early vertical radial flow
regime (Figure 4.11). If this is th case, then the denvative vdur of the second linr section is twiçe

as large as the one obtained by solution (4.2.45) and (4.2.56).

4.2.6 Observation Wells
Most of the approximate solutions discussed above are for the active purnping well. For observation
wells the meamring point (x, y, z) considered in the parameters A' suid

C of' equ;ilion (4.2.1S) are

diff'rent from the wellbore, and therefore cm not be simplitled to equsition (43.26).
However, the boundary effect time I, and wdl length effect time t, are still the s m e rr'; in equtitiun
(4.2.35) and (4.2.36) because their derivations are independent of the wellbore condition, From clle
analyses of the series terni f(Pzt,J and ecror function tenn e(Q in equation (42.33) and (42.38) wr: ais0

find that the approximate solutions derived in section 4.2.4 are true for observation wells.
However, we note h t the pwmeter C is proportionai to the distance khveen the observation md the

pumping well, therefoce the criterion for U b < 0.01 requircs a longcr tirne tu ssitisfy then rot- thc
wellbore case. One effect of this aïtefion change is that the boundwy effttct time t, rnay brcomc unobservable from the denvative p p h due to the masking sffect.
Figure 4.12 shows observation results of a point with a distance of tU8 from ont: end of the we11
(origin) and at the height of z/b = 0.2.

Because this observation point is close to the 1~)wcr
impermeable boundary, the boundary effect tirne ,[ becomes difficult to identify.

Figure 4.13 dso shows observation results of a point of 3U8 from one end of the well (origin), but
at the height of db = 0.8. Compared to the results of Fijure 4-3-12, it is obvious that the boundq
effect time ,t in rhis case is identifiable.
Both figures also indicûte that the well lensth effect cime t, cm be identified easily. However, if a
more rernote observation point is considereb, the well length effect time also c m be müsked, üncl in
such cases, both tb and

can become difficult to identify.
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4.3 Horizontal WeU Buiïdup Test
4.3.1 Interpmtation metho& h m the Yteraûue

Ressure buüdup tests usuaiiy can pnwi& mxe snrmh and misoûee test data for evaiuatian of reservoir
charactaistics tban pressure drawQwn tests. Howeva, SOUE of the flow regimes presented in a drawdown
test can be maskeû by the &èct of buildup superposition. The superposition of the various flow regimes
nxikes a horizontal buildup test much mxe difncult to Wzpret tfian a
well buildup test. The commm
superposition results f
a a holjzontal well buïidup test sfiows thai the late tirne flow ceare m a s M if
the early time flow regime is also serious masked by wellbae stmge, then the test intgpretation becornes
alma6t impossii1c

Analyses of horizontal weU M d u p tests in the literature are rare. Goade presented a set of se-pmtation
solutions faa honzoatal well buildup test [Goode, et al., 1987. 'Lbose soiutions requires that the shut-in
time t, be larga than t k weli length efféct tim t,ami, thecefore îhat the effect of buIldup superpasition in

early time c
m be neglected. Under this aSSumption, a Mdup test usually can be considered as equivaient to

a drawdown test for t
k recovery time periods t c 0.1 b, ami the interpetatimusing Uiseperiods becomes the
s
m as for a drawdown test. However, if these periocis a m insuffiCient for interpreting the test, such as
when the early part is seriousfy masked by Wenbore staage, the interpretationis unsuccessful,
Another problem in horizorual weil buiidup test interpretation is the idetitification of the test flow sequence

pattern, as presented in section 4.2 A lrorizoatal weiï test cm be a V e r t i c a l - - - H m

sequence

(VLH),oc a Verticai-Sphaicai-Honzootalflow secpence (VSH)c@mBng on the magnitude ofthe parameter
HV. nie logarithmic daivative of pressure m v a y far the VSH sequeace WUdecrease with incmwü
rmvery tirne t' in the spherical fïow regime. This decrease can somtims be difficult to distinguish from
decreases caused by the buildup superposition
An altemative approach would be to d a m p o the
~ pressure supapositioneffiect from the honzootal buiidup
test by r e s t m ï ~
those flow reginies masked by tfie superpositimeffect,and obtain an equivaïent drawdown

derivative m
e
.If this buildup cestaation is successfill, t
ht
hV t i m of a buildup test f
a Iate time
periods becomes identical to tbat ofa chwdowntest,
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Uafortiiliately, an a o t e restcrationequatim fœ ihe aiaslced borizoatal Wdup test periods is very unlikeIy
because of r k amplicated @ect

of vafjous flow regimes. btead, we want to develcip an approrrimate
method in this sectim to restore the flow regimes niaslced by the Wdup superpositiori, ard hope that the
restontion can mal<e t
kïmcpmationof a hocaontaI Wdup test mœe practicaï aod reliable.
4.3.2 PlpswebuWup test annlysis
432.1 Buiidup test modd

A transieni weiï pressure solution fcn a horizonîai wil test with vYiabIe flow rate was obtained in

dimensionless va~lablain section4.2, with the foilowing form

w b e Z ( a is expresseû as:

For a horwntal wen buildup test, if we assume îhat the pmsure shut-in time îs
stmge effèct ,the bottom-We tIow rate ctui be m-ttenas (the wellbae staage &ect

and neglect the weïibore

is discussed in Chape

wtiae C+ = 4 k t & 2 ~ b ) .and under this cmditioa t
k bottom-hole fïow rate Q, becomes ideneid to the
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Equation (4.3.6) is composed of fwo ternis. TIE fint term Z(t')tT is equivaient to the denvative of a

drawdown test, and the second tenn R = 1 - Z(6 + t*)îZ(t') is the e f k t of the buiidup superposition We cm

R h e builc.iup reduction factcx because the value of R is aïways l e s than 1, which therefcxe always
reduces the derivative value of a buildup test if it is compared with a drawdown test Obviously, the
magnitude of the reduction faaor wiü nX only depeui cm ihe recovery time b', but mat importantiyTthe
h mgnitu& of R is dose to 1 then the derivative value as well as t
k flow
buildup shut-in time t, . If t
r e - m presented by the buiïdup test wiR be similar to those of a drawdown test. However, if R « 1, tkn
the buildup test will k much diffefent ftom the amqond@ drawdown test. Muse t
h value of R is
usuaily dose to 1 when t* is les than IWOof tk shut-in üme 6.t
k flow regima praened far early üma are
na affiied significantly by the reductionfacta. ami therefae can wany be idenritleci M y . On the other
hancl, if R decreases rapidly wirh imeasiog t' beyoad the rinie poin of t' = t, Uie Bow
beyond th&
time wiU nuc be identinable aOm the buiîdup test, Figure 4.14 shows an example usiag the buildup test
ail

reporteù by Sherrard et ai., [1987].
To anaiyze the effect of t
k builüup reductionfactoc?we note bat t, + t* is î

k ooly paramaa -ch

affiixts

the d u e of R In the fdowing Sections, we will give analysis far aIï Uie thm possible cases fm b + t' > c,,
fb < ~p+ t' <,,t

ami fp

+ t' < fb and obtain ttie corresponding segmentation sdutiotls.

.

Based on t
k

segmentation soiutions deveioped, an approxiaiate melliodwill be pnsakûf
u restmtion of the buildup flow
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432.2 The VLH cornpiete drawdown buûdup test

The three flow regimes f a a VLH flow sequemz are: ttie eady tirne vertical flw reeime, t
k middfe time
flow re-eime and t
k ïate time haiuiritalradial fîow regime A compIete drawdowxtbuiidup test means
that ali three flow Rgima were paea befare buildup sht-in, i.e Uie --in
tinie b > t, In a cmplete
drawdown-Mdup test, the derivativeof Pd.at iime b + t' is Z($ + tV)t'.wtiich ifarpressed in fieid units, can
be written as fdlows:

.

Therefae the carespooding three segmentation sduticms of t
k logarïthmic daiwtives oui be obtauied by
obtaining the derivative of Pd, at t h e t', and then combiuing with equation (4.3.7)' which leads to the
folïowïng segmntal solutions:

Observe that the expressim of the Wdup ceduction factor R in ?hederivative equatim (4.3.8) ami (4.3.10)

di decrease with iaaeasing fecovery time t', even though the reductioa factm vary with d i n i flow

regimes. Numerical simulation s h w that whai the recovety time t' is less than IWOof the shut-in time
the reduction factors in ail thme equaticms barnie very close to 1. nie dmvative of the buildup test for t' <
O. lt, is therefae simiïar to that of a ckawdown test, aad t
k flow regimes befm this tirrie can be identiîïed in
much the same way as a drawQwn test. However, if the shu-inrime 6baxrnes larger than t,the reducticm
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factors wiU becorne smaiïer thaa 0.5, ami Win &crease fllrther with imeasng time t'. Flow regime

chara-cs
beymi this point M i x e wiU be sîgniîicautïy affected To resu~ethe flow regims aEeaed
by these reductionfaam, we Wfite the horizolualradial flow reduaioafactor in equatim(4.3.10) as :

We can &tain % modined &rivatives by dividing the derivative soluticms (4.3.8)

- (4.3.10)

by 5

.

It

becornes obvious that the Rh modined Mvatives for ttie hmizontal radiai flow cegïme becorne idenrical to
thase of a dnwQwn test. On the other hiia& the modincation will also change the values of the derivatives in
the vertical and linear flow reguneS. However, based on t
k aoaiysîs above we may assume that this change
wïli not signincanîiy aiter the flow regimes because both the redtiction factas in the verticai and Iinear flow
regimes wiIï be dose to 1, Wch is also me f a Rh . nie fdlowiug hqualities in fact show that a COriSiStent
value slightiy Iess than 1 is ma&aimi for the & modifications.

and

Equations (4.3.12) and (4.3.13) indicate thrit the R,, modifiai daivatives are always less than ttie equivaient
drawdown test defivatives in the verticai and liriPar flow regimes. nierefore, the RI, modineddaivatives (l?,

m e ) can be COILSidered as t k minimum derivative value of the quivalent drawQwn in the -cal and
linear flow re@mes,and t
k identicai equivalent drawcbwndetivative in the hocizontal radial flow regime.

In uie same way if we de6ne the Iuiearflow reâuction factoc Ri as:
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which indicates that the R, modioed derivatives @ve the maximum derivative values of the equivalent

drawdown in aii three flow regims. Cieafly, if we can nnd some way to ixüerpoiate the equivalent detivative

from the two modifieci derivative curves, the buïidup test interpetation wiU becme identical to a ârawdown
test interpretation Because the two modifiecl benvative m e s are very close in the v d c a i ami linear flow
regirnes as discussed above, a visuaï interpoIatim is often sufncient. Figure 4.15 shows mch a sunulateci
exampIe for the case of6 > t, F m this figure we can see that ttie middle pattern between tk two maWied
derivative m e s give a goai approximation for the vertical and -1
flow regims. 'Ihe symbols (cirdes)
are Me drawdown chivatives *ch coiaQde with the l& modined derivative in tk horiuwtal radial tlow
r e m . The B curve is the simulateci buildup derivative curve.

-

43.23 The VLH non complete drawdown buildup test
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Two segmentation salutions can be generated utder this condition :t' < b and < t' <t,,, :

if we g e m t e the 5 and RImodincations to the derivatives of equations (4.3.19) and (4-3.20). we Obtain the

foiIowQ inequalities for their reductionfactors:
For the R,, modincation:

and for the RImodificati011:

-

nie inequalities of (4.3.21) (4.3.24) indicate that the % modüied derivatives a h g-te
the minimum
value of the equivalent drawdownin both flow regirnes in the ni&campIete drawdown situation The Ri
modifiexidaivatives generate a maximumequiualent daivative curve in the vertical flow regime, and an
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identicai equivaïentdcawdownin tbe i k a f fbw reg-
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This also coanniis the eariy Minitionof & ,t
k

liaearflowreducticnf&âm. Forthesamereasonasinthe~leteckawQwntesttituatioa,bdh~and
&
modified derivative ames should be ci-

to t
kequïvaïent ckawdown inthe early t h e vezticai flow regime.

therefore t
kidentificationof flow regimes nOm the hm mnh'fiedm e s beccmies the same as in t
kcompleîe
drawdown-builüup test discussed above. Figure 4.16 and 4.17 show such sianilamiexamples for the case of
fb<tp<L-

There is only oae possie segmentationsolution for this case :t' < b

.T k buïldup derivative for this case is :

Obviously, the & modifiaiderivative for solution (4.26) also gives t
k idenical dirivative to the equivalent
drawdown test, and the

RImodined derivative curve @ves its maximum vatue. This indicates that the

cirawdown derivative can be interpdated uniquely under any suprpasitioo effea, ami fhis guarantees the

applicabiüiy of the Rh - RI mahOd figure 4.18 shows a srmilated example for the case of b z g Frm îhïs

figure we can s
e goai approximations of the

- Ri modificationauves in various flow reginus, compared

with the m e drawdown derivative cuve (symbds).

The % and REmodioed daivatives provide an apximate mears to ratore t
k masked buildup daivatives
by the buildup ducticm factors. In summy, ifR,stands f
a the average denvative between and RI
(iiapolatedsomehow bgween than), the fdlowing is tbe recommeodedprocehm in interpreting a
horizontai buiîdup test using the Rh and Rimethod:
1. Plot the logarithmic dmvative of a buildup test on a log-log graph.
2 Calculate and plot t
k % and R,awes by dividing t
k techictioa f a a m l&, and RI from the denvative
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43.2.4 Solutionsfor the VSH tiow seqmce

The boundary &ect time tj, in the Vertical-Sphencal-Horizoaral
(VSH) flw ~eqllencebecomes greater Itien

the weii length effèct time t.Therefœe,the ader of the three flow regimes in the VSH s e q u e barns :
the &y time vertid radial Oow qgime w k n t' c t..the mirne traadent sphericaï flow regifne when i, < t'
c fb ad,the late tirne hocizontai radial flow

when t* > 6 . The segmmtationderivative of the premire

recovery can aiso be obtained f h n q a t i o n (4.33,

Fust la us cornider the case when &, + 1' > tb whkh meam that a comp1ae bawdown-buildup test is obtallPd
The superposition term Z<b + t')t' in such a situation is exactly the same as in equation (4.3.7) for the VLH
sequene, Wch gives:

And the segmentationderivatives for the three fIow regima are :
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Westin c a n u s e ~ ~ i n e q u a t t i m ( 4 . 3 . 1 1as)thehorizoamlradial flowbuilcbp ~ctionfactabecause
the denvative in this flow regime is the same as in the VL.H sequence. However, the

sphaicai flow

buiidup reductim factor R, is cüffietetlt ûom Ri b u s e of t
k dinerences betwaen the two middle Cratisient
flow re@mes. nie sphend flowteduction factor has the fdlowing fam:

if we apply the

and % modincûtions to equaticms (4.3.28)

gemted:

for the & modification we have:

and foc the R,modificationwe have:

- (4.3-30). the fdlowiog ïmq~alitiesare
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These inequalities indiate Uaat the maximumand minimwnderivatives conlitions are a h satisfied f
a the %
- R, modincatious for VSH sequence, However, different fiam the VLH flow se~uence,the % majïfied
derivatives give the maximum chivative to the equivaient drawdown test instead of the minimum in the
vatical and sptiericaï flow regiaies. But, similar to the VLH s e q u e the mOdjfied curve becomes icbîïcal
in the horizontal radiai flow regime. The R, modinedderivatives, on the orha hand, give the minMum values
in alI three flow r e m .
The non complete - b w d o w n Wdup test of the VSH flow se~ueacea n aiso be simifarly obtained as

foUows:

The two derivative segmentations for this case are:
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We obtain the fdlowing inequaïities f
athe R,, and R,~IlDdificationofequatim (4.3.39) and (4.3.40) :
for the

modificatianwe have:

and for R, modification we have:

Equations (4.3.41) - (4.3.44) indicate that the

and R, modification also possess the maximum a d
minimum derivative properties to t
hequivdent drawQwn chivative Besides, we nnd that the R,modifred
derivative curve aLso gerierates the identicai value to Me equivaient drawdown daivative h mequatim
(4.4.44) ,as expected Figure 4.19 shows î k simulatedexample of a ump1etedrawdown-buildup test for

the VSH fhw sequeme and the modinedderivatives compared with the mue drawdown derivative.

Fa the case of t, + t' > & an identicai daivative soiution is abcaùpd as equation (4.3.24) wtiich meam that
the R, modifiai derivative also gives identical dues to the equivaient derivative, and that the R, mDdified
decivatives give the minirnum value. niaefae, Ilie same strategy can be used for tk VSH sgpience in
buiiâup test interp.etaticm nie following prOcedllfeis similar to t
k Wi q e n c e , and can be applied in a

-

-

Wdup test intapetatim far the verticai sphericai haizanialflow sequenœ:
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4.3.3 Fieid Examplos of Buiiàup Test Lnterpretation
Example 1: Figure 4.20 shows the buildup test interpretation using the & - R, modinccatim merhod This
buildup test is a multi-rate test, but rtie discussion we presentedabove is only for a sh@e rate test However,

for a muiti-rate test, only some a d d i t i d terms need to be xkki in the buildup superpoSitim to account for
the muti-rate e f f i

lf a muhi-rate test with Qi at (b - tl), Qz at (ti - tz)..... and Q, at (tel
becomes:

wtiere b = O is t
kstart time of the drawdom .

- -),

then dimensidas pmaue drop Pd
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Therefore, the only difiiete~lcebetween the siagIe rate ami d t i - r a t e tests is the reduction tam, if we still
appIy the procedures discussed for the single rate test but use the cductim factar pmented in solution
(4.3.37). tiie multi-rate test can also be intapreted by the sam mechod.

Figure 4.20 is the interpretaticmresult using the reductim facta in (4.3.37). nie three flow r e m ideatineû

-

by the R, R, modification niethodare simm in the figure by the segmeatation W.

Example 2: Figure 4.21 shows the fieid buildup test repted by Manar ami Santo [1995]. The authors

declared that the horizontal radial flow regime ha just been reached at the end of uie buildup. Obviously this
conclusion is based on the horizontal trend of the buiïciup chivative at the exri. However, afta we caJcuIated
the and R1modifiaiderivatives it becclear that the honzoatal trend of tbe buildup derivative cuve
dœs not give any infmtion about W horizontai radial flow regUne, but is the result of the effect of the
buddup reduction

Example 3: Figure 4.22 shows the buildup test example of figure 4.14 from Sherard et al., [1987. nie
special chanaaistics of the test make the test interperation difficuit, parîïcularly the flow pattern
identincatiofls, i.e t
k VLH or VSH, We applied aIi three mali!hticms, %, RI and &. All three modifiai

curves show more or less the duat pattern property, but a MJIflow sequeme seems more likeiy to be present,
This is because, as discussed in the preMous sectio~ls,the RImOditiedderivative gïves the maximum and the
R, modifiai derivative gives the minimum daivative in the vertical flow regime, and the R, modined
derivative gives the identicai value in rhis regim. if we observe the position of di these t h e modiîications,
we may say chat the H V = 1 case is present in this example, which meam tbat tfie baindary effm time
becomes identical to the weiï length eff' t i m ~
4.3.4 Discussions and Condusion

We have discussed an approximate methodin M d u p test interpetatioa This methaï can interpoiate a
dmwdownequivaient derivative ftom the % RI& R, f
athe VSH flow sequerice) modifications of the

-

-
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The method is deveioped based on the iriequalities daived f?om t
ktkmetïui anaiysis ofthe segmeatation
solution for various flow regima. Even though the dnwdown equivaienî derivative mais to b interpolated

fiom the two modineddaivatives, bothsimulation and fieid examples uidicate that the ciifference belwm
them is s

a aad can be interpolated visually with good accuracy.
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4.4 Reservoir Anisotropy Determination

4.4.1 Anisotropic permeability ellipse and ellipsoid
Segmentation solutions devetoped in the drawdown and buildup test sections have often been used in
well test interpretation. However, if we substitute t,, and t, of equation (4.2.51) into these solutions,
it becomes apparent that, except for the horizontai radial flow @me
(equation (4.2.54) ünd (4.3.57))
wherr the horizontal average pmneability kh =

/K is obtÿined ,

the pnnnbility determinrd by

other regimes is orientationdependent. For exmple. the penneribility determincd fiom the vtlrticd

~. , . .Jkdk k

radial flow regime is

f-

and from the transient tlow regimr:(lineiu or spherical) is

,/a.

If al1 flow regïmes are clearly identifiable in a test, then the pmneiibilities we c m detèrniine are wèll

direction permeability k, the vertical permeability k, and the horizontal averqe permezibility k,,, but
the true anisotropy of the reservoir cari not be uniquely determined.
To determine the principal perrncabilities and their directions, the prmesbility ellipse in the horizunta1
plme must be determined, Frorn Figure 4.2 we find that therc: *aretour possible directions in wtiich
the permeability has the same magnitude, I f two directionai permeabilities Cr, and k, have brzn
determined from two horizontal wells in different location but sepmled by an mgle of P degrces
measured counter-clockwise frorn k, to k,, then the pecmeability ellipse can be uniquely detrriuined.
Therefore, two well test data sets from two diffrrtintly orirntntrd wells are requind in ordrr io
&termine the pemeability ellipse. Several mrthods cm be used in determinhg the ptirmeübility
ellipse, and we will discuss two of them in the followinp section.

4.4.2 A graphical method in anisotropy determination
If we rewrite the equation of directional permeability (4.2.19) in the following Corn :
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= k2/k,
then

equation (4.4.1) becomes:

Two circles cm be generated from the two equations in (4.4.2), the circle and the k, circle. The
k, circle is a circle centred at (O, 0) and with radius k,. The k, circIc is centred at (Pm,O) with radius
4.23). Two important proprties c-mbe generated from these nvo circles:
Q,
1)

2)

The centre of the k, circle is outsidr: of the k, circie Le- P >= h;
The two circles have at l e s t one intersection i.e P <= Q + b.

Both properties c m be proved from the second equation of (44.2).

The rnodifîed directional permeability Ei, in m y direction a c m be deterrnined by finding the point
on the k, circle which forms 2 a + K degees from the point, wbich is the right intersection of &,
circle with the k, axis (Figure 4.23).
If two directional modified permeabilities b,and k,

are known,

then the k, circle musi

s t i t i s i j the

following conditions:
1)
2)

nie msie from &, to k, is 2B;
At~e~toneoftheIc,circlem~dlinesistruigentisiitothek,circle.

In order to determine these two properties, a measuring tool such as a compass net is required. The
net should be cornposed of concenuic circles which can be used to identify the k, circle, and radial
lines which can be used to find the tangentin1 Line to the k, circle. At the same timr, it must permit
one to mecisure the angles between the two modîfiod prmeabiiity points. Figure 4.24 shows an
exmple of such a net.

To determine the permeability ellipse by using the net of Figure 4.24. the following steps üre
recommended:
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Obtain the two directionai and horizontal average permeabilities kr,1ç2 and from two well
tests in different rizirnuths using curve matching or segmrntal methods. Transform k,and IC,
into the modif~edpermeabflity k,and k,by the followins reIationships:

and write down the orientation angle p measured from k, to b2

Drriw the k, circle with its centre at (0.0) and radius k, on a transparency. Make the positive
k, m i s 3 4 times longer than k,,

3

Mark out k,and km?on the k-sixis md draw vertical

4

4.24) and, move the trtinsparency horizunrally
Put the paper on top of the compas net
with the k, axis coinciding with the Oo-lSOa line of the net.

5

The 1611 circle is the one which intersects the k,, circle and the two vertical lines of b,and km,.
The ririmuth angle between the two intersection of k, circlt: with k,and LIis 2P.

6

and k, can be mrasured directly from the graph. We ais0 cm obtain the P, ünd Q,
values fiom the gmph and the primary permerbility k, is Pm+ Q, and k, is Pu, - Q, Vie
angle measured from k, to k,is 2a + x, where a is the direction OC kl measured h n l thc k,

Lines through these two points.

Now,

direction.

4.4.3 Numerical method in anisotropy determination
I f two directional permeabilities k, and k,with directions a,and a,+ have b e n determinrd frorn
two well tests, then from aquûtion (4.4.1) we know that they sausfy ihr tollowing two rquations:
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where

p is the angle from the fiat well (k,)to thr second (k,J measured countrr-clockwix.

An anaiytical solution for (4.4.4) and (4.4.5) has evaded us, therefore numerical techniques may be
required to solve for 4 and 4. To make tlu: numeriça1 cdculation casier. w r would like to sinipli&
the two equations by first subtrxting equation (4.4.5) from rquation (4.4-4) to obtain:

and then if we substitute (4.4.6) into (4.4.4) we obtain:

If we add equation (4.4.6) to (4.4.7) we obtain an expression for &:

and if we subuact (4.4.7) from (4.4.6) we obtain another expression for k, by using the relationship
of b2= k&:

Equations (4.4.8) and (4.4.9) cepcesant two independent relationships between

k, and CL The
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variations of k, with a (O0 to 1800) Cor both equations cm be drawn by any commrrcid spirad-shert
software, such as Excel or Qpro, and the intersections between Ihe two curva givc the k, and $.value.
However, one drawback for equations (4.4.8) and (4.4.9) is that four singulv points can be present,
which complicates the identification of these intersections. To overcome this bifficulty, it may be a
oood idea to calculate the ratio R between the two equations which is:
CI

If the k, vaïues of equation (4.4.8) and the R values of (4.4.10) are ploned by v q i n g a from O" to
180". then the four singulv points are reducrd to two which are locatrd at a = 90' and a = 1SOO
- P/;! respectively. Moreover, because the two curves share thc: situne singularities, this riirikes h i r
identification obvious. Also, the point of R = 1 gives the oc value which is the direction of Ci, relative
to the &, direction The value ciin be deterrnined from the k, curve at the detennined a valut.

Sometimes the k, values mtiy be much Iarger than 1, which cm i n i e the two curves (R and 4 ) very
incompatible in th& magnitude from a srune scde graph. It may be a good ideri to multiply R with
a known constant of the sarne order of magnitude as permeability, such as h,to make the two çurves
compatible. The orientation of )i, under this condition can be obtained at the point of R = k, Aiso, two
such points are obtined, one gives the value (the one with large value), and the other gives the k,
value (smdler one). Figure 4 2 8 shows an example of the numcricd method in permeübility ellipse
determination.
The two methods ciiscussed above each have advantages and disadvantages. The nuniencd method is
more accurate than the graphitai method but the equations need to be input to a progrm. Also. wtt
need to figure out and eiirninate the singularities. The graphical method is easy to use but less accurite,
and a mrasuring net is required. In practicd ;ipplic;itions, if ail thnte prrmeabiiities k,,k,ÿnd k, ;in
very close in their magnitude, then it is possible that the raervoir is an isotropic rwrvoir; if b, and
ku, are close in magnitude but differ from h. then the spread sheet method rnighi brt prrfcriblr; if
ki and k,differ significantly. then the graphical method is convenient.
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4.4.4 A field example
Figure 4.25 and 426 are two horizontal well tests reported by Kankas et al., 11991j. The wrlls were
drilled from a old verticai well in directions 195" apart in two adjacent layers wirh thicknss 4 4 ft and
22 ft respctively, If we assume the pnmary permeabilïty directions in both Iayers are the same (very
like1y because of a similx deposition environment) and have similar magnitude, then the prmeability
ellipse cm be determined by the well tests conducted. From the two figures we find that oniy the
middie linear flow regimes are observable. However, if we utilize the horizontal average permeability
determined from the previous vertical well test, the horizontal permeribility ellipse c m be obtained.
Karakas et al., [ 19911 Iists the perrneabilities stimated by those well tests (including the vertical well).
If we rissume the pemeabilities were estimated by the conventionril method from Figure 4.25 and 4-26,
then the following permeability values are pertinent to the new solution:

We now use both the graphical and numericd (spreadsheet) rnethods to deterrninti the penricabiliry

ellipse for this example.
n i e modified permeabilities for k, and k2 are b, = 87.5 md ruid k2
= 74-18 riid. The 4, and k,,
circles determincd using the measuring net of Figure 4.24 for these vrilues art: shown in Figure 4.27.
nie following values are obtained from the figure:

The example is also evaluated numencally by drawing the R curve of equation 4.4.10 and the curvt:
of equation (4.4.8). using Excel (Figure 4.28). The correspondhg values for k,k, and a obcained lioiii
Figure 4.28 are:

Comparing these two sets of results we find ihat if an accurate measunng net is usrd, the grdpiucil
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method c m be quite satisfactory. Figure 29 shows the permeabitity eItipse d e t e d m d br ihis
example. From this figure we tind that the minimum permeability direction in this area is drnost
perptndicular to the HD2 well. Therefore, WC might obtain optimum productivity if wells are drillçd
in the northwest direction, i-e dong the minimum permeability ûirection.

4.5 Conclusions and Discussions
The effect of well orientation on horizontal well test interprettition has been maIdvzed in this pper,
For si horizontally isotropie reservoir, or if the horizontal wcll is in the primary permeability (4)
direction, then the new soIutions for the VLH fiow pattern are the same as those developed by C i ~ u d ~
et aI.[I987]. However, the orientation effect c m be significant in highly anisotropic reservoirs.

In an misotropic reservoir, the parameters estirnated from the exly vertical and middle transitional flow
regimes are orientation-dependent. We presented and discussed two methods to determine the
perrneability ellipse, a graphitai mmethod and a numerical method. The gmphical rnerhod is easy to use
but less accurate and a measuring net is required. The numerical (spreadsheet) method usually gives
more accurate results, but is inconvenient to use becduse OC the requirement of invdici solution
elidnation.
If the vertical permeability is very sm4dlcompareci with the well clirecuon prmetibility, Uien the
commonly observed Vertical-Linear-Horizontal flow pattern (VLH)cm be replaced by the VerticaiSpherical-Horizontal flow pattern (VSH), but linear and spherical flow cm not co-exist. The lineu
flow r@me is identified by ri dope of 0.5 in the log-log derivative grriph and the sphenctll Iluw is
identified by a negiitive slope of 0.5.
We also have attempted to eliminate the test-dependent features of the segmental solutions derived by
Goode by identifying two critical time criteria, the boundary effect time t, and the well Iength effect

timr t, [Goode et al., 19871. The segmentation approximation solutions are obtÿinrd by integralion
usine these criteria, which eliminates the requirement of rneasunng the test cuwe slope discusst'd by
Goodr et d.. [1987]. The relative error caused by using t, in the integmtion is kss than O. 1%. Even
though slightly lmger enors can be introduced by using t.without correction, if it is corrected the error
nlso becornes l e s than 0.1 %, except in the range of two 10g~thmiccycles around t Even though
it is extremely rare, if most of the well test data fall into the two logcycles around t,then the
segmentai solutions can not be used for test interpretation.
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Two field case examples are used to demonstrate the application of the meihods introduced in this
paper. One shows the sphericûl fiow regime and its &rivative in a log-log gmph. *and the other
demonsuates the application of penneability ellipse determination. if the permeability ellipse is
detennined for a reservoir or part of z resewoir, then optimum productivity wells c-an bc designed
dong the minimum permeability ($) direction [Zhang et al.. 19941.
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Appendix 4.1
Error Analysis by twApproximation
Because the error h c t i o n term changes gmdudly. the critenon t, used in determinhg the pressure
drops c m lead to errors during and after the time of f,
The error caused by t, can be evaiuated from comparing the truc: pressure drops obttlined by (42.22)
and (4.2.27) with those obtained by (4.245)-(4.2.49) at the pnod around &. Wr can assign the
integration range as tJm c h c rnk, where m is a constant,

For the VLH flow systrm, the intqral in rhis period can be approxiniÿted as:

and the segmentation solution gives:

If we evaluate the difference between (Al) and (A2) by increasing the value of m, we obtain the steady
value of El :
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E, = M,

- M, =

-0.93

For the VSH system the system integai is:

and the segmentation solution is:

and evaluation of E, gives:

In the evaluation we found that a vdue of m = 10 gives a good approximation of the segmentation
solution.

Figure 4.1 An arbitrarily oriented horizontal well in an anisotropic resemir.

Figure 4.2 There are four directions h a permeabiîiiellipse w here the
directionai permabilii has the same magnitude.

Figure 4.3 Horizontalweli test type CUwith different Br Mhies. If W <1 then
the M i e flow regirne is spheficai instead of linear (storage negiected).

Figure 4.4 Flow regimes can be identified h m a horizontal well test using a
logarithrnic derimtive graph.
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Figure 4.5 Horizontal well test type c u m of PdYDUS td with different
(wellbore storage not considered).
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Figure 4.6 Horizontal well test derimtiw curies M h diffmnt pz wlues (wellbore
storage net considered).

Figure 4.7 Variations of the series tenn in the bmi of f(x) and g(x). The intersections
mark the transient points fiwn wrtical to transient low regimes-

Figure 4.8 Cornparison between the appmximate segmentation solutions
(symbois) and the system solution (Iines).
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Figure 4.9 A horizontal wdl test usuaily v e n t s the Verticaf-LinearHorizontal (VLH) flow pattern (affer Mattar and Santo, 1995).

Rscovery tim (hr)

Figure 4.10 A horizontal well test can dso present the Vetticai-SphencalHorizontal (VSH) flow pattern (der Damziilski and Yuer, 1992).

Figure 4.1 1 Two boundary effect tirnes can be obseived if aie well is not
located at the center of the reservoir, each reflects one boundaqts effect.

Figure 4.12 Pressure derivatives from an observalion well located close to
Me lower impermeable boundary.
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Figure 4.13 Pressure derivathes from an obsemtion well located close
to the wellbore.
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Figum 4.14 Decreases of the buildup test deriwtiw =lue because of the
buildup mduction effect (Shenard et al.. 1987)

Figure 4.15 Horizontal well buildup test simulation and the application of R,
and fi cunes in test interpretation (case fdp > fdw > fdb) .

Figure 4.16 Horirontai well buildup test simulation and the application of Rh mi RI
cunries in test inteipretation (case bbc fdp c fd*) .

Figure 4.17 Horizontal well buildup test simulation and the application of Rh and R,
cuiues in test inteipretation (case 1Q c t c t d -

Figure 4.18 Horizontal well buildup test simulation and the application of Rh and RI
currss in test interpretation (case t9, c ta c td .

Figure 4.19 Horizontal VSH flow sequence test buildup simulation and its Rhand
&cuii~esin test interpretation.

Figura 4.20 Buildup test interpretation of case example 2 by applying S, and
% cunies (after Sherrard et al., 1987).
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Rguro 411 By applyïng the Rhand R, cums, it becornes obMous that we can not
detemiine the horimntal radial dow regime from this fieldtest (Mttar and Santo,
1995).

Figure 4.22 identification of ibw regirnes where the flow sequence pattern
becornes dinicult to identily (after Sherrard et al., 1987)

Figure 4.23 The i$,
and I(, circies used in the graphcal method in permeability
el'pse determination.

Figure 4.24 A rneasuing net to detemine the anisotropic penneability ellipse
from t
w horizontal WI tests.
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Figure 4.25 k t e Norrnaized Pressure (W)
of the HD1 horizontai well test and
deri~b've
data from Karakas et al, (1991).

Figure 4.26 Rate Nomidirecl Pressure (RN)) of the HD2 horizontai Wl test data
from Karakas et ai., (1991).

ModHied perm eability

Figure 4 6 7 The and IC, circles and permeabifityellipse determination
ftom well tests data of Karakas et al., (1 991 )

Orientation a (dagrme)
I

figure 28 Penneabilityellipse detemination by numerical (spread
sheet) method for the test data of Karakas et al.. (1 991)

Figure 4.29 The pemeability ellipse obtained from the weII test
discussed by Karakas et ai., (1991)

Chapter Five
Wellbore Storage Effect
5.1 Wellbore Storage Effect in a Drawdown Test
The horizontai well test solutions developed in Chapter 4 assume that wellbore storage can be
minimized to such a small value chat no obvious effects cm be observed from a welI test. This is
possible through use of carefully chosen measuring tools such as a downhole pressure gauge or a tlow
meter. However, sometimes the wdlbore effect c m be very luse and becomes non-negligïble. In such
situations, the wrllbore stongr mut be ~ o n ~ i d r r eind interpreting a well test.

WeIlbore storage in a horizontal ~ l cm
l corne Born two sections, the vertical section and the
horizontal section. Obviously, h e vertical section is mon important than the horizontal section
because it contributes imcnediately after a test starts. The horizontal section only applies when the
pressure has declined to the elevation of the horizontal section, In such cases, the drriwdown cone
usudly has become very large, and the flow re@rnescould have reached the middle transient or the
horizontal radial flow regime. Because of the huge recharge area at this stage, the wrtllbort: pressure
drawdown rate in such periods will be very smdl and, the percentage of wellbore discharge il1 the iok~l
flow rate becomes very small. Therefore, it is most lïkely that the wellbore storage effect in such
stages of a test can be safeiy neglected. Because of this, we will only discuss the wellbore storage
effect of the vertical section in this chapter.
Wellbore storage cornes into effect by conuibuting the fluid stored in the wellbore to the wholr well
discharge rate. The solutioos obtained in Chapter 4 assume that the discharge totÿlly cornes from the
reservoir through sand face flow (no storage) Qdt). If the total well discharge rate is a constant Q,
then it is composed of two parts, the sand face discharge QXt). and the wellbore discharge Q,. nic.
sand face discharge satisfies the mass conservation equation:
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where Ap, is the pressure drawdown at the wellbore and Ccis the wellbore stora,OC: coefficient which

is the volume of wellbore discharge F r unit of pressure changes and c m be approximately calculatrd
as Cc = ra;' for a vertical section with wellbore ndius r,. if the wellbore is inclined with 0 degrers
from the vertical. then Cc= irr,'lcos(8).
If we use the following dimensionlrss variables of b and Pddefined in Chapter 4 in equation (5.1.1):

(S. 1.2)

wt: have:

where

and Cd is the dimensionless storage coefficient.

Take Laplace transforms of (5.1.3) with respect to

&, COobtYn:

For a non-constant sandface flow rate QJt), the genemi horizonml solution of (4.2.22) o f Chapter 4
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cm be written as:

If we take Laplace uansforms of solution (5.1.6) by applyiq the result of (5.15) we have:

Take the drawdown at the wellbore in equation (5.1.7) and solve for ,P :

and if we substitute (5.1-8) into (5.1.7), we obtain:

wheri' the Laplace transform of Z(T) is:

The Laplace uansforrned Iogarithrnic derivative of Pdis:

where &.*(si)

is the derivative of ZJs) with respect to s and which c m be written as:
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Therefore by invening solution (5.19). the dimensionless pressure under the storage effect can be
obtained. In the same manner, by inveriing solution (5.1.1 1). the dimensionless pressure derivative clin
also be obtained. Analytical inversions of solutions (5.1.9) and (S. 1.1 1) are not redistic, theretorr ti
numerical scheme has to be applied.

5.2 Wellbore Storage Effect in a Buildup Test
The buildup test c m be simulared by superposition of two sectional drawdown tests with different well
production rates. The sand face flow rate in such superpositions cm be written as follows, with
consideration of the wellbore storage:

Q&)

=

where tdP = 4k,tJ(~'c,@~) and Q is the well discharge.

By applying the Laplace transformation to both equations (5.1.1) and (52.1) in the slime w;iy
1 s t section, the pressure umient equation can be obtined in Laplace spact: as :

ris

in the

where &.(s) is the value of Z(s) at the wellbore.
As we

cm see when

devdoped above.

tdp

tends to infhity, solution (5.2.2) becornes identical to the solution (5.1.9)
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If we denote the Laplace transformrd dimensionles pressure drdwdown ,
P of rquation (5.I.Y)
wellbore as PM@). and its logarithmic denvative of equation (5.1.1 1) as P.,,,&) with :

and

then the buildup dimensionless pressure of soIution (5.2.2) at the wellbore cm he written as:

and the logarithmic derivative of ihe buildup solution (5.2.5) becomes:

or in the expmded form:
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Thrrefore, the dimensionless pressure of a buildup test and its logariihmic derivatives incfudins the
wellbore storage effect cm dso be obtahed from solution (5.2.5) and (5.2.7).

5.3 The Effect of Wellbore Storage Masking
When solutions (5.1.9) or (5.1.1 1) are evduated, we find that the effect of wellbore s t o q e tor a
horizontal well test is very similar to ihat of a vertical well test. At vrcy eÿrly timts the dimensionlrss
pressure and its logarithmic derivatives are masked by wellbore stonge (Figue 5.1). Lÿrgrr values
of storage (larger Cd generate proponionaliy longer times of masking.

From so[ution (5.1.9) for very smdl times we have :

which shows that the dimensionless pressure and its derivative at very small diinc.n';ionlttss tirries lias
a Linear function with and Cd:

&,

This is exactIy the s m e as for the vertical well.
To determine the wellbore stomge coefficient we cm extend the suriight line to interssct with [tic
vertical line at t, = L.0,ûnd the corresponding Pd value gives for the coefficient Cdin the folI~)wît~g
relationship:

Solution (5.3.3) indicates that at the vecy kginning of a test, wdlbore storqe dominates the ~vell
discharge and the reservoir discharge is negligibIe. With increasing time, the reservoir disclirirgr:
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gndually increases, and the wellbore storage dominance diminishes. Whrn ihe rrsrrvoir dischugr
becomes dominant, the wellbore stongr effect vanïshes. The end point of the wellborr stongr p r i o d
c m be considered as the point where the wellbore storage suaight tine i n t e ~ c t swith the type surve
(Figure 5.1). This point is presented in the logarithmic derivative curve as the prÿk value ï t the end
of the log(t&) straight tine, as shown in Figure 5.2-

5.4 Wellbore Storage Effect Analysis
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show the wellbore storagt: effect on the type and logarïthmic derivative
curves of an isotropic reservoir- Because of the tlow regimes in ri horizontal well test, the st0r-t:
effect terrnination time varies not only with the stomge coefficient Cd, but dso with well and reservoir
panmeters such as resrrvoir thicknrss h and well length L. Depnding on the mgnitude of Cd,ont:
or more flow regimes of a horizontal well test cm be masked
In the misotropic penneability situation, the wcllbore storage etTect termination time clearly depends
also on the degree of anisouopy. Fisure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 are the type and derivative c u ~ e sCor
k/EC1= 0.01. the situation where the vertical permeability is much less than the horizontal prrnetlbility.
Figure 5.7 ruid Figure 5.8 are Cor C;lk, = LOO, the situation where the venicrii pttrnieability is iiiucli
Ortxter than the horizontal permesibility-

-

Comparing the denvative curves of different anisotropy cases in Figures 5.4,5.6 and 5.8, we tind Uiat
the storage effect is more obvious in reservoirs with higher vertical permeability thsin in lower vertici
permeability situations.
The wellbore storage effect in a buiidup test is very similar to the dmwdown test, as c m bt: seen Liotii
Figurés 5.9 and 5.10. If the storase effect becomes negligible at the shut-in tirne, then the Rh-R, (KJ
reduction factor method is also effective. However, if the storage effect is non-negligibls sit f
k sliut-in
time, then the R, -Ri (RJ method will not work before the storige effect becornes very srnail.

îhe wellbore storage effrxt on a VSH flow sequence is shown in Figure 5.1 1 lind its derivative in
Figure 5.12. The same effect is also observed in the VSH flow sequence as in rtir VLH flow srquéncr.
The only difference is mat the stonge effect time wiU be longer for the VSH sequence thm rur the
VLH sequence under the same conditions because of the higher pressure (derivative) requirrd in such
a flow sequence.

Figure 5.3 Wellbore storage elPect on a horizontal well test in an isotmpic
peneability

Oîmanmknkaa Ume

Figura 5.4 Wellbore storage Mect on a horizontai wil test in an isotropie
resenidr preserited in a logarithmic derhietha g r m .

Figure 5.5 Weflbore storage effect of a horùorital well test in an anisotropic
reseniair with k, < k, .

Figura 5.6 Logarithmic d e ~ t i w of
s the wellbre storage effect on a horizontal
well test in an anisotropic penneability reseiuiir with k, <

Figure 5.7 Wellbore storage effect of a horizontal well test in an anisotmpic
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Figun 5.8 Logarithmic dehti\nes of the wellbore stomge effect of a horizontal
well test in an anisotropic pemeability reserwir with k, > km.
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Figure 5.9 Wellbore storage effect on a horizontal well buildup test with the
shut in time tdD= 10.0.
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Figura 5.10 Welbore storage effect on a horizontal well buildup test with the
shut in time ta, = 10.0 presented in the derbative graph.
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Figure 5.1 1 Wellbore storage effect on a VSH flaw sequence horizontal well
test.

Figura 5.12 Wellbore storage effect on a VSH fiow sequeme horizontal well
test presented in temis of logarithrnic derhmtiw.

Chapter Six
Effect of Formation Alteration Around a Well
6.1 Formation Alteration
6.1.1 Artificial stimulation
6.1.1.1 Hydraulic fracturing

Hydrauüc fracturing, a methoci for increasing wdl productivity by fracturing the prociucing fomaUon
and thus increasing the formation pnneability, w u origindly conceived and patented by R. E Famis
[Howard and Fast,1970]. The effectiveness of hydraulically created fmtures is governed by the
orientation, mal extent, and conductivity of the fracture system, and is evaluated by pst-treatment
production rate tests, compared to pretratment transient well testing.

The effect of fracturing on both short and long tenn well productivicy has been studied by mmy
investigators, most of whom conciuded that, regsirdless of the kind of treatment, four basic patterns of
production behaviour have been observed:
Type - A: Sustained increase in well production accornpanied by a flattening of the producrion
decline curve following the treatment,

-

Type B: Sustained increase in production with the hipher production rate of the wrll alter
ueaunent declining essentially at the same rate which had k e n estabtished before ueatrnent.
Type - C: Transitory increase in production lasting fioni a few weeks to severtil monlhs, a f er

which the well continues to follow the production deciïne trend ihat was observed prior to
treatment.
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Type - D: No inaease in production ÛArr treatment, wilh the well continuiag to follow its
established, normal production history.
As an exîmple of the application of these concepts, Ghaurï [1960] gave several well production

histories after hydnulic fracturing treatment and mdyzed them in rems of the four "type c i e s '
outlined above.
The search for appropriate flow solulions for well evaluation aAer hydnulic fncmring has been
extensive. nie goal is to be able to conduct a relatively short-tenn well test on a bydraulically
* cerm
fractured well after clean-up, and to d y t e that information in such a way that the Lon=productivity (sustained-rate production) cm br: reliably predicted- One early approach to this goal wris
to modifj existing solutions by coasidering the hydraulic fricturing mûnent liliadding ri negativc. shn
factor to the flow equatioa However, this dots not alwriys work satisfxtorily, p;rrùcul;irly for sliurt
times; one study clearly shows that a negative skin effict wi not s&ticient to &fine short time well
behviour [Agrirwal et al., 19701.
To consider the individual fracture as a bounduy possessing infinite-conduçtivity or constant fiow mttt
is sin dternative method to analyze this problem quantitatively. Several solutions have been developi
[VanEverdingen and Meyer, 1971 ; Russell and Tcuitt, 1964; Gringmen et al., 19743. However, diesr
solutions are generally too complicated to be used systematicdly by tield kngineers evriluating tic~util
cases unies they are coded into a cornputer progrm, and therr are always concerns about tilt.
suitability of the sissumptions in particular cases.

6.1.1.2 Formation acidizing

The me Oil Co. in cooperation with DOW Chemicd Co. performed the first riciciking of a oil wrll
in 1932. By 1934 acidizing had become aa accepted prdctice for well simulation in uras where the
producing formation w s limestone. Acidizing increases the diameter of the tlow charnels (pore
throats, fracture apertures) in the limestone, and therefore inmases the pemeability in the nrÿr
wellbore environment. Conventionally, these rnhancements have been anilyzed in a manner similu
to hydraulic fractures. with rnodified flow equations incotporating a negative skin factor, or with a
radially symmetric steppermeability flow model. In some cases, paficularly those in vuggy dolomites
or jointed limestones, the acidizing may have a more concentrated effect on chmels, and instead of
opening up and helping to unblock pore throats generally, a network of flow-enhanced tubes is created.
These effects must be considered by the appropriate models, and it is not evident that a simple step-
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permeability radial fiow mode1 is applicable to these cases- It would seem more appropriate to drvdop
tools which provide transient or steady-state Ilow analyses based on a mysicdy more redistic
interpretation of the near-wellbore flow situation,

6.1.2 Non-artificial alteration
Formation improvement or damage refers to the process of changing formation panmeters by othrr
operating processes, either deliberate or natural. For example, pYticularly in a reservoir dominated by
fissure flow, penneabrlity may change because of stress redistribution d e r the well has k e n driilecl,
and this is a "naturai" effect. Depending on the magnitudes of the stress field and the narurtl UC the
reservoir. the change of stress around a well ceancornpress or dilate the fomrition and dec'rwse ur
incrertse formation flow parmeters. A similar effect could occur during injection of hot or cold tluids,
which would cause fractures to close or open.
The formation also can be altered during the drilling operation. On the one hand, drill bit and drill
pipe action cm break or damage the formation neu the wellbore to increase the permeribility dirough
microfissure generation or generril shearing and extensional circumferential fracturing;on the other
hand, dnlling muds can invade the formation through the weilbore and chereby clog pore throats,
change saturations, affect chemisuy, and in gttneral decrease the formation pnneability. Other changes
which wcur during the production phase include fine-graincd material migration, soli& CO-pruductiun,
asphaltene or carbonate precipitation, ail of which serve to contribure to the psirameter tiltttr~tionin rhc
wellbore region, or even for ri Ixge region around the wellbort: in the case of w e h which h v t :
produced large amounts of sand.

6.2 Formation Alteration Andysis in the Literature
6.2.1 Alteration analysis around a horizontal well
Formation alteration around a horizontal well has been recog~zedas exly as the horizontal well was
considered for use by hydrogeologists and petroleum engineers. Formation pumeters rnay change wi th
radial distance from the wellbore because of stress redistribution, cûilling damage, fine-grained materid
migration, soüds CO-production.asphaltene or carbonate precipitation. drilüng mud invasion or some
combination of these processes. The solutioos for well test interpretation presented in Chapier 4. as
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well as al1 other solutions reported in the Litemture, do not consider the me effect of' these alter~tions
on well test interpretation. but instead utilize the skin tenn concept in their devdopment.
Some mechanisms in formation alteration around a horizontai are the same as in si verticai well
situation, such as drillin3 damage and solids CO-production,However, others may be more compliated
than a vertical well, such as dnlling mud infiltration. This is because ri horizontal wd1 is gttiit.rrilly
much longer than a verticai well, and therefore the infiltration time is longer near the heel (start
section) than the toe (end section). This time dlfference c m make the shape of the damaged zone like
a cone dong the well. The shape and distribution of damage around a horizonta1 well would dso
reflect the vertical-horizontal pcrrmeability aaisotropy. During production, Lhe large pressure gr~~dittnt
near the vertical section would result in a similar shape of production induced damage. During dnlling,
it is obvious that drilling mud peneuation would generrite a tninçated cone with a l q t : base nrar Uie
vertical section of the well. The base of this cone would be rridial if the reservoir is isotropic, and
elliptical if it is ;inisotropic. If the vertical permetibility is much smalIer thtrn the horizontal
prmeability (typical anisotropy), then the cone will be elliptical with the l a c g a ï s of the ellipse being
horizontal. In the case when the vertical prmeability may be lxger, thrn tlie large axis of the ellipse
will be verticd.
Frick and Economides [19931 sstablished an analytical expression for the skin srnl in suçh ÿn rlliptical
shape damage zone using the following fonn:

However, the actual size of the damage ellipse zone will depnd on the magnitude of the permerbility
around the well and the tirne of drilling. Generally, me size difference caused by fluid pneuarion will
not be very large, and takins the average s i x to rnake a cylindncal shape assumption will be suftiçirnt.
Therefore, the vertical well solution in most cases will be applicable for a horizontd well, pürtiçularly
in the early vertical flow period. In the following actions we will develop a semi-andytical soluuon
to sirnulate a well test in an altered reservoir- Obviously, this solution c m also be used in horizonrlil
well test interpretations,
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6.2.2 Alteration analysis around a vertical weU
Pumping or injection tests perfomed in vertical weIls have traditionally been the standard methods
used to evaluate the penneability and stomge coefficient of aquifers for water supply purposes or in
oil reservoir evaluation. The Theis [19351 solution, wtiich assumes a hlly pnetrating wrll in a
homogeneous, isotropic, infinite conîlned aquif'r, is the most popular solutiun used by hydrogeologists,
and its modifications b y Muskat are the basis of petroleum reservoir evduation. Formation alteration
around a verticai well h s aiso been recognized by hydrogeologists and peuoleum engineers, but it is
not considered in the basic solutions. Formation parameters may change with radius for the s m e
reasons, as discussed above, around a horizontal well. To consider the influence of this altercd
permeability on productivity and well behaviour, several models have been proposed in the iiteratw.
One of the earliest models, which has dso been adapted to the horizontal well solution, is tht: "skn
term" model [Hawkins, 19561, in which an small thin skin close ro the well was rissumed, and an
incrrse (or decrease) of pemeability c m cause a finite hydcaulic head rise (drop) equivdent to tht:
effect of the aquifer improvement or damage resulting from this shn. This rnodel hs been repttatedly
used by petroleum engineers [Robert, 19771 and groundwater scientists [Moench, 19851. 'ïlie n i d è l
assumes a zero thickness and storativity for the skin, and the hydmulic head drop ri~rossthe skn is
presumed to occur under steady Row conditions [Nov=ikowski,19891. Because of the reality that the
s h n region must be finite in nature and have sorne storativity, many composite models hrive also been
proposed [Olarewaju and Lee, 1987; Butler, 1988; Novakowski, 19891. AI1 ttiese models sissume a
axisymmeuic two-mulus aquifer around the wellbore, with prmeability being constant within ctticli
zone, ruid an abrupt jump ;it the interface. Because perrneability chrings in the hrm of a step lirnctiun
with radius in these models, we will refer to them as "step prmeability" models. However, both
experiments and theoreticai analysis show that rnost of the prmeability chmges because of Lorriitition
alterations are continuous, rather than abrupt [Bennion and Thomas, 19941,
The step permeability mode1 is probably a good approximation only when the altered zone has ri srna11
rhickness. If the altered zone is very large, as xises in the case of massive smd production in a oil
well [Grilikman et al., 19941, the two-zone step permeability model will likely be invalid. To more
closely consider redistic cases, a multi-zond composite model hÿs k e n proposed [Kamal et al., 19921.
In this model, the altered zone is dividrd into many subzones with the average pmeability in each
subzone expressed as a constant. They aiso presented a relationship among me pmeabilitics whiçh
is expressed as: ici = a-k,+,b + d, where i stands for the ih subzone, and a.b.d are constants. In two
field examples to which the model was applied they found thrit d = O and b = 1, thus a lineu
relationship was obtained. Two difficulties anse in this model: first, it is often difficult [O tind the
boundaries for many subzones; aod second, ihe solution becomes more compiicated with the incrrÿsr
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of the nurnber of subzones. To develop a more reaiistic composite model, a conunuously vriryinp
prrmeability which c m be simply expressed aod c m also approximate the mal pemrability variation
is desired; ideally, rhis solution would be semi-anaiytic instead of numerid to allow more rray
inversions.
A new aiüilytical solution has been developed for a two-zone composite model. The pemeability in

the Erst zone is ssumed to change continuously in a power relationship with radius, md the
permeability in the second zone is a constant and equals tbe original permeabiiity. The permeability
c m change smoothly at the intefiace, or jump in a biscontinuous mamer, depending on the p0arimeters
considered most appropriate. The solution is obtained in the Laplace spacr, and numrriczli inversions

are needed to evaluate the solution and to generate type curves tor genersil wcll

test

interpretations.

6.3 A New Mode1 for Alteration Analysis
6.3.1 Parameter variation because of formation alteration
Several reservoir parameters clin bc altered because of fornation tiltemtioii, such as torrnation
prrneability, porosity, compressibility, Young's modulus -and so on. Aniong those, the first threil: the
perrneability, rormation cornpressibility and porosity, are the most importiint ones in tlow suialysis.
In order to consider the uue effect of these altered puameters on well test interpretrition, instead of
using a simple skin tenn, the variation of the parameters with space and time arr: requircd.
Unforninately, such quantitative relationships are extremely rare, particularly when they are required
in both the space and time domain. To sirnplify the problem, we would like only to consider rhe
situation where the formation hris alreody exprienad the aiteration. This assumption is rtxsonrible
in most practical problems becausr most of the formation alteration mechünisms arc: largely timt:
independent, such as Jrilling damage or stress redistribution because of dnlling. 0th meditiiiisnis
c m be time dependent, such as production induced alterauon, sand production and tluid injection. WC

deal only with the fint category in this chapter. We also assume the comprrssibility and porosity
change because of formation alteration can be expressed by a step function; two constrint values in both
the alteration and unaltered zones. Thr: contiauous permeability variation model will be discussed in

the following section.
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6.3.2 Post alteration variation mode1 in permeabüity
Permeability in an quifer cm be imxased or dec~asedbecause of tonnation dteration, It is cdlsd
formation improvement if the prmeability is increased and formation damage if it is decreased.
Formation alteration can be caused by several factors. Drilling damage cm induce mechanial
breakage of the wellbore (improvement) or mud invasion (damap). The former is of considrnblr
interest to borehole stability in shaies [Dusseault, 19941; the latter is commonly found in drilling
'Uwmfee
sandstone reservoirs and aquifers, and is usudly deliberately clzmed up during completion to ,
oood productivity. St~ss-inducedalterritions involve the compaction or dilsition of the aquifer becxuse
of stress redistribution around the well, and effects mtiy k expcted to be the 1:ugest in those rescirvoirs
dominated by fmcture flow, as fmcture pnneribility is most susceptibk to effective stress chringes.
Large-scaie solids production, usutilly found in uncemented hetivy oil reservoirs, c m aiter the
prmeabiiity in zones that may approach several tens of meters. ptuticularly if hundrerls of cubic metres
of sand are produced over prolonged time. priods [Geilikmm et al., 19941. Accornpanying the
permeability change in this case are large-scale porosity and compressibility alterritions. In the case
of fine-gained materid migration, the permeability can be massively altered as well, but for LI snidler
zone, prhaps a meter or two, and the porosity and compressibility alterations are Car more mocieralc
than in the case of massive soli& production. In heavy oil production, asphdtenes prtxipittiting ~iclir
the wellbore c m also impair permeability, and siniilrir effects clin bt: envisiontxi in cases of riquikr
production.

-

Exactly how the permeability is dtezed by these procases rernains a challenging topic, exacerhrited
by the lack of suitable rnodels and the difficulty of careh1 smpling of the near-wellbore environment.
The relationship used by h a 1 et al., [I992], for example, is one approximation tivailable in the
Iiterature for formation damage. An expairnent concerning formation damage is presented by Benniun
and Thomas [1994]. where continuous permeability-radius data wert: published. Real cases concerning
ex plici t mesisurements of prmeability increstis caused by solids production are r;rre. One dieoretical
derivation of the porosity-radius reiationship in the altered zone w u proposed by Geiliiirnrin ct al.,
[1994]. The mode1 suggests that the porosity increases caused by solids production are in a powrr
relationship with radius at any moment, and c m be expressed as $ = 0 , - MP, where O,, a are
construits and M is a function of formation properties, well radius, and time.
Relationships between porosity and pnneability have k e n well tabulated in the litenture; most of
these are Linear or power-law approximations. The former includes the capillary tube mode1 büsed on
the Hagen-Poisseuille Iaw [Scheidegjer, 19601, and the fissure mode1 [Inn;., 19551. The Iütirr
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includes the hydraulic radius model and the resistmce flow m&l [Rumer, 19691.
1t therefore seems reasonable to express the permeabiiity variation with radius as a power ~lsitionship

in the form k = k2+ k#; however, some difficulties aise in applying this relationship. Firsr, it dors
not show any "composite" properties, i.e- the permeability changes within a Limited are3 around the
well and becomes the constant origind permeabiiity outside the dtered zone. Second, it becomrs
more complicated to solve the resultins boundary value problem ruialytically. To make it simple, a
two-part relationship is suggested: it is assumed that in the dtered zone the permeability can be
expressed as k =,@I
and outside the altered zone it is a constant k = k2 These relationships ;ire
mathematically written lis:

where iq,, a and kr are constants, rs is the rsidius of the dtered u n e and r, is the welt ridius.

Using the dimensionless variable rd = r/rw instead of r, equation (6.3.1) cm bt: written a:

where k, = ka
is the pmeability at the wellbore, is the original formation permeability in tfie
un-altered zone, and r, = r/r, is the radius of the dtered zone in dimensionless form.
Using equation (6.3.2), if a > O, then k increases with radius. and this represents formation damage
(Le., reduced k near the wellbore, rising to the original k away from rhe weMwre). If a < O, then k
decreases with radius to the virgin state, wfiich represents formation improvement. If a = U, the
relationship may be usrd to mpresent the two-zone. single-step permriibility rnockl. Figure 6.1
graphically shows these relationships for various values of the power law parameters. The model is
therefore highly general compand to either the single-step or ihe multi-step permeability model.
It may be stated from observing the figure that if the permeability is maintained continuous ricross the

interface. a may be interpreted as the "degree" of improvement or damage of the formation if the size
of the altered zone r, is fixed. Alternatively, it represents the "extent" of the alteration in the
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formation if the penneability at the wellbore k, is fixed. The boundtuy value probkms solved iiere

are bwed on these penneabitity relationships and will be referred to as the "power permeability" mudel.
Figure 6.2 shows experimentai data (symbols) on permeability variation reported by Marx and Rahman

[I987],and the lines are permeabiiity variations simulated with the power perrnelibility model (6.3.2).
The powtir permeability model simulation curves agree with the experimental data quite wetl,

6.3.3 Pressure analysis in an altered reservoir
The mathematical description of the composite model for a hlIy penetrating weI1 with permelibilities

defined above cm be described as:

where, T,= k,hpg/p, T,= k2hpg/p are tr'msmissivitia with subscripts 1 and 2 Jenoting the aLrcred
and undtered regions, respectively. s is hydraulic head drawdown, S, and S, are storativities, r, is the
dimensionless radial disiance from the well, and r, is the radius of the dtmd zone.
The initial condition is:

s p 4 I,=,,= s2(r9t)Ir*>= 0

and the boundary conditions at the infinite far-field and wellbore are:
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where C
, is a constant describing wellbore stonge cipacity and is rqud to

m
.
' h r lui open pumping

weil with standpipe radius r,

The boundary conditions nt the interface rs of the two regions must satisfy the continuity conditions:

If we define and substitute the foIlowing dimensionless variables:

into equations (6.3.3) and (6.3.4). then apply the Laplace transfonn (considering the initial condition
(6.3.5)) to equations (6.3.3) and (6.3.4), the fotlowing equations art: obtained:

Clrapter 6

where A, =

4-

p

B, =
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\lp , p = S& is the stontivity ratio of the two zones, and p is the

Laplace transfocm variable.

The Laplace transformed boundary conditions of (6.3.6) and (6.3.7) are:

where Cd= CJ(2mW2~J
and the intemal bounday conditions (63.8) and (6.3.9) becomr:

as,
,a

I
V
,

=-

e

aj,

r: ard

1

r*w,,

The governing equation for the undtrred region (6.3.12) topther with its hr-field boundÿsr condition
(6.3.13) c m be solved in the Laplace space to produce an expression of the following fomi [ C m l w
and Jaeger, l959j:

where &(z) is the modified Bessel fbnction of the second kind and order zero, and C is a constant
which is to be cietermined by the internai boundary conditions (6.3.15) and (6.3.16).
To solve the equation of the altrred zone (6.3.1 11, we define a new variable 6 as:
rd =

5"

,

Le. dr, =

niSm-'d5
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and if we substitutr the relationships O€ (6.3M)into (6.3.11). wt:obtain:

Obviously if m is defined as:

( 6 3JO)

where oc # 2, then equation (6.3.19) c m be simplifiecl to:

The wellbore boundary condition of (6.3.14) at 5 = rd1" = 1 bscuines:

and the interna! boundary conditions (6.3.15) and (6.3-16) at 5. = r,ltm become:

where y = - od(2-a)= 1 - m.
Equation (6.3.21) can be funher simplitied by defining another new variable X as: s,, =
applying its fmt and second order derivatives:

X, ÿnd by
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rquation (6.3.21) becomes the standard modifed Bessel pmid differential rquation :

Substituting s,, back into (63.28). we obtain:

where h = m%, and, the two constants A ;inb B are to be detertnined by the bound;uy conditions of
in (6.3.22). (6.3.23) and (6-3.24).

B y using the derivative propenies of modified Bessel's hinctions (A3) of Appendix 6.1, the wellborr
boundvy condition (6.3.22) can be written in terms of solution (6.3.29) as:

If constant A is expressed as A = R, - B R2where:
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then solution (6.3-29) becorna:

If we apply the identical dr~wdowncondition rit the interface (6.3.23) co solutions (6.1.17) and (6.1.29)
we have:

and if we ripply the identical cross flow condition (6.3.24) at the interface to solutions (6-3-17) and
(6.3.29) wt: have:

By applying the property (A3) of Appndix 6.1, we obtain the following mlationship:
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and constant C is obtained h m rquations (6.3.36), (6.3.37) and (6.3.38):

Constmts B and A are therefore obtriined ris:

[f we substitute the constants A, B and C into solutions (6.3.29) and (6.3.t7),
zone soiution:

WC

obtziin the tiltertxl

and the undtered zone solution :

6.3.4 Solution verification
Verification of the solutions (6.3.4 1) and (6.3.42) can be performed by compdng to existing solutions
for speciai cases that appear in the literaturr. I f a = O and # 1, hrn rn = 1. y = 0,and 5 = rd. The

solutions Iead directly to the solutions derived by Novakowski [19891.
If we assume a = 0, 8 = 1 and = 1, Le. the permeability and storativity are the s m in both zones,
then we have A, = ,
B By using the properties of (AI) and (A3) (Appeodix 6.1). the constant C of
(6.3.39) becocnes:

Constants B and A becorne:

and the solution simplifies

CO:

This is the well flow solution in an homogrneous isotropie aquifer considering the wellbortt stongr
effect given by Papadopulos and Cooper [1967].
If r, = 1, which also means no dtered zone exîsts, then 5. = L equations (6.3.41) and (6.3.42) dso
give the identical solution to (6.3-45). Therefore, the new so1ution corresponds precisely COwell-)rnowii
eusting solutions in the Limiting cases, giving confidence in the use of the new rrsults for p e r d 1
CSLSeS.
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6.3.5 Production anaiysis in an altered reservoir
The evaluation of wel1 production in the transient flow period is usually obwincld by rvriiuating dit:
production variation with time when the weltbore pressure (hydraulic hwd) is tixed as a constant. n i t :
pressure solution obtained in tfie above section cm not k used in production evriluation becriuse a
constant flow rate is assumed as the wellbore condition-

To analyze itie production in such an aitered reservoir, the wellbore condition of (6.3.7) must be
changed into the following constant pressure (hyhulic head) condition:

If we redefine the dimensionIess pressure s, as:

and maintain other dimensionlsss variables the srirnti as defined in (6.3.10) then wre obtaïn the same
eoverning rquation ris equatiom (6.3.1 1) anrI (6.3.12) for flow in the two zones. n i t : boundriry

condition of (6.3.14) becornzs:

and the interface boundacy is still the s m e as in (6.3.15) and (6.3.16)The procedure in solving the constant wellbore pressure condition is the same ris in the constant
wellbore flow condition. and if we use the relationship of
= rd to r,. = 1, we have 5, = 1. The
constant wellbore pressure condition, however, gives the following relationship which correspinds tu
equation (6.3.30)of the constant flow condition:

Therefore, parameters R, and R2 in equations (6.3.3 1) and (6.3.32) change to:

Because other conditions are the same as in the constant wellbore flow malysis, the only difference
batween them is the dfferent R, and R2 rormulations in equation (6.350).
The wellbore production c m be obtained by usïng Drucy's law:

where C,is the wellbore stordge coefficient.
If w e substinite the dimensionai variables s,. b and rd = 5' into rquation (6.35 1) we obtain:

and the Laplace trsinsforrned Q bzcomes:

The derivative of s,, with respect to 5 can k obtained from solution (6.3.41), which ;ives:

and the well production rate in the Laplace space (6.3.53) becomes:
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If we define the dimensionless wellbore storage coefficient Cd= C J ( ~ ~ & Jand
. the dimrnsioniess
the dimensionless production nte @es the following solution:
well production rate Q, = Qf(2-s,).

Obviously, the well production rate Q, must be inverted numericdly.

6.4 Well test interpretation in an altered formation
6.4.1 Pressure variation in an altered formation
Heterogeneity of aquifers directly affects hydraulic head distribution with sprict: and time in the
tmnsient peciod. The hydmulic head (drawdown) distributions undcr the proposed power permeribili ty
models c m be evaluated by numerïcrilly inverting the solutions obtained. SteNëst's Laplace inversion
algorithm has been used in the evdiluation in this paper [Stehfest, 19701.
Figure 6.3 shows hydnulic head (dmwdown) variation with radial distance in an altercd formation
obtained by this power penneability model. From this figure we fInd that the effect of permtxhility
alteration on pressure distribution is only observable in the altercd zone. The chwd~wn-rdrliuscurves
of siltered permeability faIl into the homogeneous one (a= O) at a point within the altercd zone. An
incrernent of the altered permenbiiity (negative a)reduces the drtiwdown, mci ti tlecrelise (fornisition
drimagct) of the altered pttrmeabiiity increases the drawdown,compared to the hoinugeneous c;~'ie(u
= O).
The type curves of drawdown with time genemtrd under this power permeability rnodel show siniil-ar
properties, as shown in Figure 6.4. The magnitude of drawdown of these type curves increases with
increasing value of the power parameter a,because Iarger a values mean more damage to the aquifcr.
Because of the difference in drawdown values premnted from the typc: curvcs in Figure 6.4, the cuWe
matching method is a possible means to identiv formation alterations by estimating the power
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pwmeter of a field wetl test.
The type curves gemnted in Figure 6.4 neglect the rffect of wellbore stordge. If rhis effrçi is
considered, then typicd type cuwes are shown in figure 6.5, w h m the storage pgduiitCrrCd = IUX)
is used. The effect of wellbore storage on type curves of an altered formation is similar to the
homogeneous cases discussed in the litentue. A linrar relationship is presrnted in the cxly tiims
where wellbore storqe is the dominant factor controIling the drawdown rate. After the storie
dominant penod, the effect gtrdudly vruiishes. Type curves with different degrees of formation
alteration still possesses the diflrrrnces caused by the mqnitudr of a in the wellborc: storage situaions
considered.

6.4.2 Logarithmic pressure derivatives in an altered formation
The effect of formation alteration c m be more clearly observed in ri Iogtirithmic d~rivritivt:gmph as
shown in Figure 6.6, kcliust: the logaritfunic derivative of pressure driwdown gives ri horizonilil liric
in 3 log-Iog gmph after a very short period tit the beginning of si test. The efkçt ol'different oc valucs
is clearly presented in Figure 6.6, From Figure 6.6 wt: 6nd thit the type curves under tiorriration
enhancement (negativt: a)are below the homogeneous fomation type curve, and type curves undcr
formation damage are above the homogeneous one. Therefortt. from this tigure it is possihlc to
determine the degree of formation altemuon if a test derivative curve is mütched to the type cunvcs
oenerated, such as in Figure 6.6.
"
The size of the altered zone can also be determined if a test cuwe is cornpared wirh the type curves
cenerated under diffiirent dteration radii, such as thr: one shown in Figure 6.7, where ti formation
enhancement is assumed (a= -0.5). Different sizes of dteration are represented by approxirir;lrrly
paralle1 line segments at early times, and the segments intèrsect the lüte time horizontal line at difiirent
Cr

times. Because these intersection Limes are independent of the Jteration dsgree (Figure 6.6). therehrc
they directly reflect the size of the alteration- For a dmaged formation (positive a),similar results
are obtained, as shown in Fisure 6.8. From a theoretical anaiysis,:1 find thsit iht: alteration s i x hsis
the following approximate relationship with the dimensionless time:

whére n is a constant which takes values between 2 and 3.
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If the wellbore stonge effect is considerrd, the decivative curva *art: as shown in Figure 6.9. Deciuse

wellbore s t o q e is the dominant factor in the early time prriod of a test. the aluration effect in this
time period is most ükely to be masked by the wellbore stonge. Howevcr. if the alteration effect tirne
is longer than the wellbore stonge effect time, then it is still possible to idrntiw the d e p c of
alteration from the unmasked part of the denvative a m e s (Figure 6-9). Figure 6-10 shows the
alteration size effects presented in denvative type curves considering the wellbore storape effect, Ont:
obvious effect of the wellbore storage is that equation (6.4.1) may become invdid for smdl alteration
sizes, such as r, = 50 in Figure 6-10.

6.4.3 Cornparisons between the power and step permeability model
Figure 6.1 I and figure 6.12 compare the power permeability mode1 (solid lines) with the step
permeability model (dotted Iines). The case of a = O corresponds to the honiogeneous aquikr case
obtained from the power permeability model. The step perrneability mode1 also requires setting cc =
0, but the constant altered prmeability k, is a steady-sate equivalent average ohtaïnerf by assuming tht:
same flow rate and pressure cirawdown between the wellbore and altered b o u n h and
~ which h a the
following form:

The drawdown ciifference ktwecn the step permcability model and power prnitability mudd îs slwwi~
in Figure 6.11 and 6.12. me step permeability by using the equivÿlent permeability k obti.Ünrd Corin
(6.4.2) h i a similar effect as decreasinp the a value of the power prrmeabiüty mode1 ( Figure 6. i l ) .
However, in Figure 6.12 we find that besidrs the magnitude difference of dnwdown, the shape of the
type curves can be different betwern the step and power permeability models. This shape deviation
becomes more obvious for heavily improved aquifer (increased permeability) situations (Figure 6.12).

6.4.5 Production evaluation
Well productivity in the transient flow period cûn be evaluated by using the constluit wellbure pressure
(hydraulic head) solution of (6.356)-Under the constant wellbore pressure.condition. well production
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rate Q will vary wiih time. Fipre 6.13 shows the production vdation with time in an prrmc?ÿbility
enhanced reservoir (negative a values). Genrraily, the production rate wfil d e c e s e with time
regardless if the reservoir is altered or not. and the production increase caused by the improvemrnt of
permeability near the well is only bewfîcid in the early production times. As the production time
becomes longer, the production rate gradually demases to the non-alterted rate, as has been observed
in the field.
However, if the reservoir is drimrrged instead of improved, the production decreaxs not only zif the
evly production times, but nlso rit late tintes. The drimaged (positive a)reservoir production is show n
in Figure 6.14. This indicrites that if tt reservoir is damaged, thcn use of rescrvoir stirnulauun
approxhes to overcome the damage cari improve ri production well signitic*mtly.
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 also imply that ;inif~cialreservoir stimulriuon, such as hydraulic fricturing or
reservoir acidizing are only beneficial economically for damagd rrservoirs. For non-dmaged
reservoir, such methodS can oniy be beneficial at early times, provided that the production reservoir
is very Iiqe (Interally imnite condition). Becriuse most of production ptittèrns Iimit the production
a r a of each weI1 to il f i ~ t size,
e
an increue of the permeability n a r the wdl may not be bendiciri1
in the long term,

6.5 Mode1 Application to Horizontal Wells
Formation ciltemtion mechanisms for horizontal wells will yield similar characteristics as for the verticri1
weI1 discussed above. The mechtuiism of alteration for a horizonid well cm dsu result in ;iniricrcrise
or decrease in penneability uound the wellbore. If the aiteration ridius tiround the horizontal wcll is
less than the distance from the well to the upper or lower bounduy, then it Lus exaclly the S;lnx effects
as the vertical wdl, because both vertical and horizontal wells have the permeability ntts the eritry ares
ûltered. However, horizontal wells are usually drilled in thin reservoirs with the well lengrh much
larger than the reservoir thickness. it is quite possible that the alteration will reach the upper and lower
boundaries. If this is the case, t k n the early vertical radial flow period actudly takes place in the
altered zone, and will obviously show the same behaviour as the vertical well. The etlrly time
horizontal line of the logarithmic derivative, therefore, will have the same characteristics as those
presented in Figure 6.6 - Figure 6.10. The identification of such chûracteristics will also be the same,
as discussed in the 1 s t section. In such situations, the whole vmical flow regime may be aft'ec'ted tltid
this makes the identification of the early flow regime bifficult.
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I f the altemtion radius is greater than the upper and bwer bounduitx, then both the euly and micidlt:
linear flow rezimes will dso be affècted-by the alteration efticts- On the othtx hmd, if the riltttrsitiun
also appars beyond the well lengîh, then the middle time sphericd and the [rite Orne horizontal tlow
regimes will also be affected by the alteration, Such alterations will affect the appearaace of the
straight lines of the middle, as well as o f the late time segmentai Iines in a derivauve gmph. However,
identification of the size and degree of the alterrition is still possible,
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APPENDM 6.1 Some Properties of Modined Bessel Functions
1. Modified Bessel functions of negative order satisfy:

2. Derivatives of Modifieci Bessel hnctions

and if y = O rhen
I;(Z)

= Il(:),

K;(Z(~)=

- K,(r)

3. Some relationships of Modified Bessel functions

Dimensionlesr rediur (r,)

Figure 6.1 Permeability mriations along radius using the power perrneability
mode1 with different power parameter sîlues.
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Figure 6.2 Cornparison between the power pemeability mode1 predicted
perrneability wiation with experimental data (alter Claus, 1987).
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Figure 6.3 Hydraulic head (drawdown) mrïations aiong radius using diierent
power parameter dues.

Figun 6.4 Hydrautic head (dmwdow) wrhtions with time using dnerent power
parameter dues.
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Figure 6.5 Effect of wellbore storage on drawdown-the relationships using diierent
power pararnetr dues.

Figura 6.6 Logarithmic deri\istiueo of hydmulic head (drawdown) using
diierent power parameters dues (neglect wellbore storage effect).

Figure 6.7 Logarithrnic d e r i a t h of hydraulic head (drawdown) with diierent
size of aiteration (neglect wellbore storage effect),

Figura 6.8 LogarÏthrnic derhathas of hydraulic head (drawdown) with diierent
size of aiteration.

Figure 6.9 Logarithmic derivatives of hydraulic head drawdovm
using different p o w r parameter values with wellbore storage
considered.

Figure 6.10 L-hmic
de^^ of hydraulic head (drawdom) with diierent
size of aiteration with welibore storage considered.

Figure 6.11 Cornparisons of hydraulic h e d (drawdown) \ariatims a h g
radius between step permeabifity and power pemeability modeis.
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Figura 6.12 Cornparisons of hydrauiii head (drawdown)
between the step pemeabifity and power pemeabiiii models.
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Figure 6.13 Well flow rate !miadions with time under constant well pressure
con~ions(impro\ied res-r).

Figun 6.14 Well fbw rate wktions wiai t h e under constant well pressure
conditions (darnaged resenioir).

Chapter Seven

Research Surnmary and Conclusions
7.1 Research Summary
Several detailed analyses on application aspects of horizontal wells have been discussed in this thrsis.
Horizontal wells have becorne one of the most important tools in exploiting oil resources in the oil
industry. The appUcations of horizontal wells in other engineering ares such as sontiirninared
oroundwater cIeanup is emerging. The traditional application of horizontal well in agricultue wricer
table levelling and geotechnical dewitering can be systematically dsigned by the analytical results in
this thesis. A horizontal well possesses rnany ridvantages compared tu a conventional vertical well.
In terms of productivity, a horizontal well usuaily is much better thaa a vsnicril well because of its
longer contact length with the reservoir. Horizontal wells can lessen some of the conventional vertical
wel1 problems, such as jas or water coning and sand production. Horizontai wells also can greatly
enhance gravity drainage processes becsiuse of the smaller pressure grtirlient reyuirtxi in pruductioii.
Y

The productivity improvement from a horizontal well mainly cornes from twu parts; the longer contact
length ruid the anisouopic permeability. The productivity iocrease is proportional to the ive11 Iength
for short wells (L< 2h), but the increase becornes a approximate logarithmic relationship when the well
length becomes longer (L»h). This indicates that. if the drilling cos&is considered, inmerises of well
Iength do not always mean an incresise of production economically. The anisotropic permeability effect
on well production can fxapproximately expressed as a relationship which is proportionai io the
square-root of the permeability ratio between vertical permeabili ty k, ruid well directionsi1 cpermetibiIit y

k.
A slant well also can lead to a gain in production because of h e inclination, besides the lznglh zuid

anisotropic perrneability effects discussed above. Even though the productivity increase due to
inclination is very small compared to the other two factors. it is worthwhile to note lhat the optimum
productivity may corne Rom a slant well rather han a horizontal well in thick and verticdly Iess
permeable reservoirs.
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The reservoir p m e t e r s such as ruiisotropic penneability, formation compressibility and porosity are
important in the evaluation of well productivity. The accuracy of these pumeters direçtly affects the
prediction of productivity and the design of well patterns in reservoir exploitation Horizontal wt:H test
interpretation is one of the primary sources in obtaining these parameters. Therefore, it becomes
another major objective of this thesis. Because well productivity is directly related to the prmeability
in the weil direction, determination of k, becomes an important task in well test intecpretation. The
new solutions derived in thïs thesis provide 3 way to detennine the weil directional permeability. The
analyses available in the literature have not considered this pammeter.
We also present new forrns of the segmentai solutions in terms of chsirxtecistic tinies, which rtiakes
the solutions simpte, and convenient to use. The characteristic tirnes t'or the b o u n d q eftkct urne t,
and well length effect time t,usually can be determined directly from a derivative curvt: of ti weIl test.

The true reservoir misotropy can be determined by two directionai permeabiliues h m the sarne
reservoir using the relationship of (4.2.19). Two methods were discussed in the determinsirion, ri
graphical method and a numerical method.
Wellbore storage and formation alteration often mask ont: or more flow regimes of a horizontal well
test, which are the important data in the test interpretation. We discussed the efkçts of the sturqt: on
the sezmental characteristic lines of different fiow regimes. We also discussed wriys co determine the
end of the wellbore storage and formation dteration effects from both pressure and derivative curves.
The formation aiteration effects on a well test are not aIways possible to simulate by a skin term. If
a large area is altered, such as in an sand produang reservoir, the altecation effect must be considered
using an altecation mode1 such ris derived in Chapter 6.
Both wellbore storage and formation alteration effects cm be evaluatrd by the curve matchini methoci.
However. to fully determine the anisouopic pxameters of a reservoir, the wellbore storage eftïçc
should be minimized, such as by the use of a bottom-hole flow meter.

Even though horizontal wells have been the focus in lhis reseürch. slmt wells c m b<: r-asily ünïly~ed
using the results presented in this thesis. Al1 the solutions derived in this thrsis are for penerd slünt
wells, the horizontal well solutions are only special situations of them. However, genenlly the slant
solutions are more compiicated than the horizontal well solutions, and therefore more numerical
evduation is required to use these solutions.

7.2 Conclusions and Discussion
7.2.2 Horizontal well productivity

Since the successful completion of the first modem horizontal well in the early 1970's. horizontal well
applications have become extcemely comrnon and popular in the oil industry. Horizontal wells cm
provide a much largef drainage area than verticai wells under the samr magnitude of pressuw gradient
because of a longer contact length with reservoirs. Horizontal wells also act as comecting conduits
between vertical or inclined fractures in a rcrservoir.
Productivity prediction usually provides information for well pattern design in rexrvoir development.
Productivity evaluation should therefore consider al1 important parameten such as 3-D anisouopiç
permeability. well orientation and inclination. and laterai boundwy conditions. Borisov developed n
productivity solution for horizontal wells in an isotropie reservoir which was moditied lacer by Joshi
to consider the reservoir anïsouopy effect. However, Joshi only çonsidered a two dimensional
anisotropy by assuming = 5. This assumption m a k s his solution invÿlid in situations whert:
diffrrs significantly from 4. Neither solution considerrd the well inclination effect (slant well), whiçh
may lead to false conclusions for an optimum production design in thick reservoirs of smdI venic.,il
pemeability. To overcome these drawbacks, we presented a detailed suialysis of the production
evaluation of ri slant well arbitrarily Iocated in an 3-Druiisotropic reservoir.
For a horizontal well, we find thût the anisouopic permeability effects on well production ctin bt:
approximately simulated by the following Euiisotropy-modified parmeters:

(7-1)

From these parmeten. we find that the modified well length L,is proportional to the inverse squareroot of the weU direction pemeability &. This indicates that a horizontai well drillrd along the
minimum permeabiïity (5)
didirection can improvr the well production in the same way as an incrrase
in well length. Well ndius has long k e n considered as sufficient by taking the permeability weighted
average at the cross section in the evduation of well productivity. However, from equation (7.1) we
find that the additional terms such rhe axial permeability k, also play a role and should be considrred
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in this weightùig average. Considering the effect of k,on well radius, we find that it is beneficial to
the productivity if a well is drilled dongthe maximum (kJ direction. However. because wall rcl(iius
has a very iimited effect on well productivity, this anisotropy effect on the well radius may never be
able to overcome the productivi ty decrease caused simu1taneously by decreasing the moditied well
length L.
lncreasing the verticai permeability k, by hydraulic fracturing for example, is equivsilent to increase
well length or wellbore radius (not Iinearly). Therefore, inmasing the vertical perrneabiiity cün
improve productivity more than decreasing $. From equations in (7.1 ), we dso find thrit the effect
of vertical permeability crin also be considered by using the anisouopy-modifier1w d l length L, and
well rridius, which are proportional to the square-root or 4-

7.22 Horizontal well test interpretation

Interpretation of a horizontal well test is more difficuit than a vertical well test because of the mriny
possible interactions between the well (orientation, elevation. inclination...) ruid ri-servoir (bounduy
condition, ruiisotropy...). Tfie various flow regimes presented in a horizontal \vell test conipiicsitt: tlir
interpretation further.
~Mmywell pressure transient solutions have k e n reported in the literature. These solutions are the

basis of horizontal well test interpretation. However, there are several problerns with those so1utions.
As w r k w w , ail these solutions assume rhat the well is pcirallel to the k, direction which, howrvsr, is
not aiways me. One dnwback of this assumption is that the astimrted permeability by thase solutions
is not the m e reservoir misotropy. A fdse anisotropy ellipse could lead a designeci well to deviate
significantly from the optimum productivity direction Another comrnon problrm of the solutions in
the literature is that the various chsiracteristic times presented in a horizontal weil test art. not well
formulated and used. The characteristic times are important in a test interpretation because they control
the length of each flow regime as well as the test fiow patterns identification (VLH or VSH).
A detailed horizontal well pressure analysis is given in Chapter 4. The solution is decïved for a well
with arbitrary orientation and inclination, and located in a three dimensionai anisouopic reservoir. We
discussed the horizontal well situation in much more detail than for the slant well because horizontal

well tests are more comrnon in the evaluation of resemoir chmcteristics, which is piicularly true in
the developrnent period of a reservoir. However, a slant well test can also be interprrted sin~lürlyas
a horizontal well test with the slant well solution developed in Chapter 4.
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The logmithmic derivative of a horizontal well test is more usehl than its pressure c w e in test
interpretation, This is because the derivative shows more distinguishable characteristics for each flow
regime- The segmental solutions expressed in terms of the chmcteristic times in Chapter 4 in fact cm
Iead to a simple and unifonn solutioa form for the derivatives.

By simple denvation, we can find the following forms for che derivatives of the VLH flow pattern in
oïl field units:

Ap' =

hk,

and for the VSH flow pattern:

Ap' =

where Ap' is the denvative and t, and,,t are the chancteristic times which have the following forms:
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In frict, the two characteristic times, t, and L, themselves may be talien as two more ~p~sentritivt!
and
comprehensive parameters in describing the combined effects of a well interaction with a resrvoir.
Fust, the relative magnitudes of t, and t, determine the flow patterns, VLH or VSH; second, wr: note
that t, reflects the time at which the boundriry effects are observed in the wellbore pressure, *andt, is
the time at which the well lengtti effect on the wellbore pressure m i t i o n becornes negligible. Also,
the effects of well effective Iength, formation cornpressibility and porosity are included in these
parameters, which are difficult to determine for the real test. Intuitively, if the productivity is to be
evaluated during the transient period, ,t will b s the time at which productivity shows a sudden decrase,
and t; is the tirne when productivity begins CO gmdurilly stabilize towuds the steüciy-strite production
discussed in Chapter 3.
It is a simple task to estimate other reservoir panmeters from (7.8) if t, and t, are obtained, sxcept for
d . The determination of horizontal anisotropic permeability k, and k, requires estimating of
the penneability ellipsoid of a reservoir. We have discussed a detailed procedure to detcrmine the

horizontal anisotropic pemèability ellipse t'rom two horizontal wetls in diff'irent orientations. Two
methods were introduced in Chapter 4 to determine the crue reservoir misotropy: ri griiphicül rnethod
and a numerical rnethod, Edch method has ifs advantages and disacivrintriges. The numerid ilniethod
is more accurate than the graphicai method but we need to figure out and sliminatè rhc: invalid
intersections. The graphicai method is easy to use but less accurate and o measuring net is required.
in practical applications, if dl three permeabilities k,, k,and k, arc: very close in magnitude. then
it is possible that the reservoir is an isotropie reservoir; if k,and k,are close in magnitude but differ
from k,,. then the spreadsheet method might be preferable; if k,and k,differ significmtly, thrn ttir:
graphîcai method is convenient.

nie flow pattern are the results of the combined effects from both the well grometry and reservoir
characteristics. The flow pattern can be uniquely determined by the chmctenstic times b and I,,..
Two primacy flow patterns c m be present in a horizontal well test pertormed in a intlnite ressrvoir;
the Vertical-Linear-Horizontal (VLH)flow pattern and the Vertical-Spherical-Horizontîl (VSH)flow
pattern. The two patterns differ in theif relative magnitude between the boundary effect time tb and
well length effect time t, The segmental solutions simplified from the integralrd solution b e c m e
different for the two flow patterns, and the appropriate solutions need to be used in a horizontaf well
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test interpretation with a given 80w pattern.
The solution expressions presented in Chapter 4 also provide a way to estirnate the effective well
length if the horizontal permeability is approGmately isouopic, or if the wrll is in the average
permeability direction Le. k, = k,,. Under these conditions, the horïzont~lprrmrability k,, çin be
estimated from the horizontalradiai flow regime, which is independent of the well length, and the well
effective length cm be determined from panmeter t, to obtain the following (in oil field uni&):

where Leis the effective well length and Ap', is the pressure derivative iit the horizontal ridial tlow
regirne.
The vertical pennrability c m br estimated from the early verticai radial regime or from

t,.

7.23 Wellbore storage and formation alteration effects

Wellbore storage effects on horizontal well tests are very similu to those of vertical well tests in ierms
of both type curves and derivative curves. Howrver. depending on the magnitude of the sturrigt:
coefficient, the early, middle, and even the Iate time flow wgimes c m be maslied. Different h m a
vertical well test, horizontal well test masking can seriously damage the chtrrxxristics the segmtrnttil
lines pssess, which the test interpretation usually depends on. If this is the case, the interpretrition
quality will be iimited, and most likely, only the stomge coefficient can be determined from the sturdge
masked segments. Therefore, if a large part of a test curve shows wellbore storage as dominit, the
anisotropic puameters may becorne impossible to estimate,
Formation alteration also distorts the original characteristics of horizontal well test type curves and
derivative c w e s . if the section of thr: type curve in which the alteration characteristics are present
is not masked by the weiibore storage, it c m be used to estimate the formation alterauon partimeters,
such as altecation degree and alteration, by methads such as curve matching. The alteration size also
cm be estimated by using solution (6.4.1) becluise different alteration sizes give different intersections
to the non-dtered horizontal Iine in a derivative graph. However, if wellbore storage and formation
alteration are combined, usually the alteration characteristics will be masked by the wellbore stumgz.
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One thing we need to mention is lhat a improved formation sometimes can show a very similar rffrct
to chat of wellbore storage on a pressure or derivative c m e , p;uticululy if the formrrtion permmbility
improvement is great (u c - OS). This sirnilarity cornes fiom thr fact that both effects slow down the
wellbore pressure decliw rate. If l h i s is the case. the slope of the affected line segmenis should be
studied carefblly to identifv the cause of the dominant effect.

7.3 Future Research O n Horizontal Weii Analysis
We have focused on the andysis of productivicy as well as parameter estimation for a horizontal well
test throughout this research. However, many important issues related ro horizontal well applicitions
have been simplified. and sometimes over-simplified. $orne othrr problems rrtmain unsolvrd. The
most important ones include the detennination of horizontal well effective length. rrservoir
heterogeneity effects, moving boundacies, and productivicy evduation under multi-phase tluw condition.
In the derivation of the solutions in Chapter 3 and 4 we assume that the tlux entering the welIbore is
the sarne dong the wholi: length of the wellbore. This has over-sïrnplitled the red situation. Because
of the viscosity effect, a certain mount of pressure gradient dong the well axis is required in order
for the fluid entering the wellboce to be transpocted to the well heel. The axial pressure gradient dong
the well also is not a constant; the gradient should be Iarger near the heel, and gradually decr~'ases
toward the toe, However, the actud pressure distribution dong the well is unknown because it will
bc a function of the well length, orientation, tord flow tritt: and reservoir chsirricteristics. The rescrvuir
pressure decline will also decrease from the area near the well heel to the areri near the well toc. For
a long horizontal weU, it is very possible that the reservoir flux entering the wellbore is so snirill neu
the well toe area that the surrounding reservoir pressure decline becomes very small coniprlced io the

average. Under this condition, the effective well length which is receiving flux frorn rescwoir will
become less than the aciual well length, and a effective well length musc be used.
The effective well length can affect the magnitude of pxmeters sstimuted from a well test.
Determination of well effective length is oniy possible from a well test if k, = k,zis discussttd tibovc.
However, if this condition on the horizontai pemirability c m not be satisfied. it serrns unlikrly thüt
the effective well length can be determined from a well test. Two possible wsiys might be considered
in m e r reseuch; the expenmentril method and numerical simulation.
The viscosity effect on the transponation of fluid within the wellbore disappears in a buildup test

because no real wellbore flow exist in such cases. Therefore, we expect that the well length in a
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buildup test should be approximately the same as the real we1I. 'RUSprovides ont! possible ~y tu
estimate the effective well length by cornparhg the puameters estimated from both the drawdown and
buildup test. However, becriuse the effective wen length depends on individuai well configurations.
the effect length obtained from a individuai test may not be applicable to other welis in ihe s m e
reservoir.
Another possibility in determinhg the effective well length is through numerical simulation. Two
wellbore conditions may be used in such simulations. We rnay assume that the whole length of the
well is filled up with fluid, but with varying densities due to the pressure ciifference dong the well.
The pressure and pressure gradient dong the well cm then be calculated easily. The cdculakd
pressure is then uigned as the wellbore pressure conditions in the reservoir transient simulation. if
the numerical simulated pressure is compared with the analytical pressure solution developd in
Chapter 4, the effective well length can be estimated. Another possible wiy to simulate the effective
length related problern mriy employ the ~surnptionthat, instud of a well, a cylincier 01' lùgiily
permeable material is located at the well loation. Under ihis condition, only the pressure rit the wctl
heel need be simulated nurnericdly. The pressure at other pms of the well will be ifetennineci by thc
tlow conditions. This assumption may he doser ta redity kcsiust: the wellbore pressure will bc
determineci automaticaily b w d on the simulation, whicti htis the s a m iiiechsuiisni as ttic rèd situtilioti.
Reservoir heterogeneity is also an important factor in horizontal well test interpretation. In somc
situations, a horizontal wdl c m be as long as 2000 Co 3000 meters. in such a long section, it is ril~riost
certain that the porous medium properties will Vary dong the weII. A well test in a tietsrogcnous
reservoir will reflect the combined chzlracteristics dong the whole effective Irngth. This mrikcs it
difficutt to identify the productive sections from the impaireci sections. However. h m are no
obviously feasible methods which can address the probkm. Observation points locÿtrd dong tlir
wellbore may help by providing pressure distribution data but ihis requïrrs a complicatrd coinpletion
procedure or exm wella
Al1 the productivity and pressure analyses in thû thesis assume that the reservoir is a Layered resrrvoir
with upper and Iower impermeable boundaries. The situation of a gas cap or active bortom wa1r.r
reservoir will be much different from this assumption. Strictly spdûng, the flow in such rrsrrvoirs
will be multi-phase cacher than single-phase flow. If the muU-phse chÿrdctrr cm be neglecicd, the
moving boundary problem must be considered because Ihe bounduies between the two phÿxs will
move toward the well during n well test or during production. This moving boundary problriri is aisu
important in ihe prediction of water or gas coning. It might be interating to explore the relationslup
between the boundary effect lime tb and the moving boundvy initiating rime. fhere should exist some
quantitative relatiooships because, intuitively, only after the boundary is detected by rtie pressure
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propagation c m the particles beyond the boundary begin CO moveOther problems related to horizontal well application anaIysis and applications also need tu be
addressed in friture research- This may include a cost-optirnized well productivity luialysis by
considering the cost in well driiling, completion and so on. Horizontal well test in~erpretationin
fractured reservoirs also needs a more detailed snidy. Topics related to other en~ineeringareas may
include pressure decline analysis in water-table aquifers, important in dewatering design; wtiter prcssurc
distribution in a non-horizontally disuibuted initial pressure surface, ti problem often enCounterd in
slope stability analysis; and other environmentai and pcltroleurn relateci probtems.
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